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I INTRODUC~ION 
The first horses imported to Amerioa were un-
doubtedly of Thoroughbred origin. Although, the Thorough-
bred, in England, was used primarily for racing, his use 
in this country was that of an all-purpose horse. Since 
the only means of travel, at that time, was by horse, the 
Thoroughbred was called upon to cover long distances. 
Horses possessing the greatest speed and stamina were 
naturally the most desirable tor this purpose. The 
praotioe of using fast horses for traveling together with 
the English custom of racing led to the idea of racing as 
a pastime. 
As the United States became better developed, 
men of leisure became interested in horse-raoing. The 
Thoroughbred was first used in running raoes. With the 
invention and development of lighter types of vehioles, 
it was found that the Thoroughbred could make nearly as 
fast time in harness as under saddle. This form ot 
raoing was more faoinating and, doubtless in some degree 
aooounts for the origin of Amerioan Trotters. The first 
trotting races in harness were for distanoes Tarying from 
one-half mile to twenty miles. Later, however ~ a stan-
dard distanoe of one mile was established. 
Early trotting reoords date back to the earl1 
part of the nineteenth oentury. On August 26, 1810, a 
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horse from Boston is reported to have trotted a mile, in 
harness, in 2:48i. In 1818, Boston Blue made an authentic 
mile in 3:00. Twenty-seven years later the first 2:30 
authentic record was established for one mile. On October 
15, 1845. Lady Suffolk trotted a mile in 2:29t. Jay-Eye-See, 
in 1884, was the first horse to trot a mile in 2:10. The 
present world's trotting record of 1:58, was made by Uh1an 
in 1912. 
Many factors have been influential in the establish-
ing of the foregoing records. The number of trotting horses 
is rapidly increasing. The early flat race tracks have ·been 
replaced by scientifically constructed courses. Great em-
phasis has been laid upon methods of shoeing, training and 
rigging. The replacement of the high-wheeled vehicle by 
the pneumatic-tired sulky has reduced the trotting record by 
at least five seconds. All of these have had their effeot, 
but the fundamental factor in the lowering of reoords has 
been in careful breeding and in the seleotion of individuals 
posseSSing the desired type and oharaoteristios. 
Beoause of the importance of breeding in the pro-
dUotion of trotting horses, interest centers in the families 
whioh have beoome known for their ability as fast trotters. 
Somewhat fragmentary and disconneoted information on this 
subject oan be had from observation of raoing results from 
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year to year. Such information at best can not be carefully 
organized with the entire list of registered performers as a 
basis. The importance and value of information concerning 
the bloodlines Which produce speed together with the dearth 
of summarized accurate data on the subject led to this work. 
The data reported in this thesis are the results 
of a study of the bloodlines which have been most prominent 
in the production of individuals of extreme speed. As a 
basis for this extreme speed, those individuals were used 
which made trotting records of 2:10 or better. during the 
years 1911-1915, inclusive. 
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1 
II. SKETCH OF THE AMERICAN TRO~~ING HORSE 
There has been developed, largely from a Thorough-
bred foundation, a breed of horses peculiar to the United 
States, known as the American Trotter or Standard Bred 
Trotting horse. So diverse is the foundation stook of this 
standard bred horse that as yet no conoise statement of his 
origin has been attempted. Fortunately, the history of the 
origin of the American Trotter is known, and this is given 
herewith. 
The foreign horse that played the most important 
part in originating the American trotting breed, and that 
figures in the ancestry of our greatest sires and perform-
ers, was the Thoroughbred, Messenger, imported in 1788. 
Ever since trotting speed first began to be oonsidered a 
mark of merit in the American horse, ever since trotting 
blood was talked of, the blood of this horse, Messenger, 
has been unanimously considered the chief foundation upon 
whioh the great trotting families have been developed. 
But Imported Messenger was not the only source 
of distinctive trotting qualities. Breeders of Norfolk 
County, England, had long prized good driving horses and 
from thence oame Imported Bellfounder, thirty-four years 
after the landing of Messenger. Abdallah, a stallion 
--------------_ ._---------- ------ --------------------------
1. Amer. Breeders trag •• 3(1912) No.1, pp.45-5l. 
Plumb, Types and Breeds of Livestock, Cbapt.IV,pp.36-44. 
Amer.Trptting Register, Vols.I-V. 
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strong in the blood of I~ssenger bred to a daughter of 
Bellfounder, the Charles Kent mare, produced Hambletonian 
10, known as RY8dyk's Hambletonian, the first great sire 
of trotting apeed and a progenitor of the large majority 
of living trotters. 
Notwithstanding the prominence of these two 
Sires in trotting history, due oredit must be given other 
horses who were also famous as founders of trotting fam-
ilies. A brief desoription is here given of eaoh family. 
as generally known, and its founder, so as to make the 
history complete. 
On May 16, 1849, the Charles Kent Mare, a daugh-
ter of Imported Belltounder gave birth to a male toal trom 
the .ervioe of Abdallah. the grandson of Measenger. This 
oolt was named Hambletonian 10, although trequently reter-
red to aa Ryadyk's Hambletonian. This horse is mentioned 
in a previous paragraph, but beoause of his importance as 
the founder of the most famous Amerioan fami17 of trotters, 
repetition is made. To Hambletonian 10 are traoed many 
of the most illustrious trotters of history. He was in 
stud service for twenty-one years, and during this time 
8ired 1287 foala. Among the most famous sons and daugh-
ters of Hambletonian are Abdallah 16. Aberdeen 27, Dexter. 
Eleotioneer 125, George Wilkes 519. Happy Medium 400, 
Harold 413. Strathmore 408, Volunteer 65, Nettie 2:18, 
Orange Girl 2:20, Galelle 2:21, Jay Gould 2:211 and 
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Bella 2:22. The first ten of these proved very prepotent 
sires, and thus demonstrated the value of their remarkable 
sire. 
The Mambrino family is named from Mambrino Chief 
11, foaled in 1844 in Duchess County, New York. Mambrino 
Chief was sired by Mambrino Paymaster and he by Mambrino, 
the Thoroughbred son of Imported Messenger. His dam is 
unknown. Mambrino Chief was taken to Kentucky in 1854, 
where he went into active stud service and passed the rest 
of his days. His most famous son, Mambrino Patohen 58, 
sired scores of trotters, while his daughter, Dolly, was 
the dam of Onward 1411, Direotor 1989 and Thorndale 305, a 
remarkable trio of sires. 
One of the oldest trotting families is the Morgan, 
which inherits its name from a stallion named Justin Morgan, 
said to have been foaled in 1793, at West Springfield, 
Massachusetts. From this place he was taken to Vermont, 
in whioh state this family of horses has gained distinotion. 
The breeding of Justin Morgan is more or less questioned, 
although it is said that both the sire and dam of Justin 
Morgan trace to the Godolphin Barb. Justin Morgan had a 
long stud oareer, but he did not produce great breeding 
sons to the same degree &s did Hambletonian 10. Three of 
his sons, Bulrush, Woodbury and Sherman Morgan, were his 
greatest offspring. A son of Sherman Morgan, named Black 
Hawk 5, foaled in 1833, was a trotter and a produotive sire, 
and fourteen of his sons became recognized trotters. Ethan 
Allen, his greatest son, beoame very famous and popular as 
a suooessful trotter, and he proTed to be a great sire. 
Among the thirty-six produoing sons and daughters of Ethan 
Allen no one obtained suoh distinotion as did Daniel Lambert, 
himself the sire of thirty-eight trotters. The Sire of the 
dam of Daniel Lambert was Abdallah, the Sire of Hambletonian 
10. Later years have shown that the Hamb1etonian and Morgan 
families could be bred together to a very great advantage. 
In 1820 a stallion, foaled in 1816 was imported 
from Tripo1i.Xe was regarded as posseSSing great beauty. 
aotion and speed. He was used in the stud near Philadelphia 
and here sired Young BaShaw out of a granddaughter of Imported 
Messenger. Young Bashaw sired Andre. Jackson, the fastest 
trotter of his day. The trotting mare Lady Surrey, brought 
from Canada and owned by George M. Patohen, was bred to 
Andr.w Jaokson, from whioh mating she dropped a foal, named 
Henry Clay, in 1837, the sire for whom the Clay family is 
named. Henry Clay Sired B1aok Douglas and Cassins K.C1ay, 
the latter oe1ebrated in his day as the sire of George M. 
Patohen who in 1860 trotted a mile in two minutes and twenty-
three and a half seoonds, thus being the first stallion to 
lower the trotting reoord of two minutes and twenty-five 
seoonds for a mile. He later beoame a distinguished sire, 
sixteen of his sons having'standard reoords (2:30 or better 
trotting or 2:25 or better paoing) and thirty-five of his 
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daughte~8 being either dams of trotters or pacers. 
In 1828, in the province of Quebec, was foaled a 
dark brown horse named Canadian Pilot, also commonly known 
as Old Paoing Pilot, from whence oame the Pilot family. His 
sire is unknown and his dam was Jeanne d'Aro by Voyager, a 
Thoroughbred. When eighteen months old he was taken to 
Conneotiout, and in 1830 to New York. In 1831 he was sold 
to go to New Orleans, but in 1832 he was returned to Kentuoky, 
where he died in 1863. Canadian Pilot was not only a pacer 
but would also trot. His greatest son was Pilot Jr.l2, a 
gray horse, foaled in 1844, out of Nancy Pope by Junk's 
Havoo, a Thoroughbred. 
Sire of brood mares. 
Pilot Jr. was a very sucoessfUl 
Bred to Sally Russell. a daughter 
of the Thoroughbred horse, Boston. he sired Miss Rus.ell 
one of the greatest American trotting brood mares. She 
was the dam of Maud S. 2:08i, the first mare, as well as 
the first trotter, to t~ot a mile i~ less than 2:10. Anoth-
er daughter, Midnight, out of a daughter of LeXington, a 
Thoroughbred, was the dam of Jay-Rye-See, the first horse 
to trot a mile in 2:10. The family history of Old Paoing 
Pilot is more or less obscure. He sired both pacers and 
trotters and rendered valuable service to the American 
trotting horse interests. 
About 1828 there was b~ought to Kentuck7 a roan 
aad4le horse, bred in Canada, known as Tom Hal. It is 
said that he was muoh abused in his time by a person 
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addioted to the use of liquor. He was first placed in the 
stud near Lexington. but later was removed to Harrison 
County, Kentucky. Tom Hal's ancestry is somewhat obscure. 
but it is thought he possessed some Morgan blood. Tom Hal 
obtained family fame as the sire of Gibson's Tom Hal, the 
Sire of Hal Pointer 2:04t. Little Brown Jug 2:llt and Brown 
Hal 2:l2t. The latter was the sire of Star POinter. a 
paoer of marvelous speed. charaoter and endurance who reduc-
ed the pacing reoord to 1:6~. Brown Hal is the sire of 
about ninety performers in the 2:30 list, inoluding Hal 
Dillard 2:04t. Hal Chaffin 2:06t. Elastio Pointer 2:06i. 
Star Hal 2:06t and Braden 2:07i~ This is the most distin-
guished family embraoing a large peroentage of paoing blood. 
By summarizing the families it will be noted that 
the blood of Imported Messenger, although outstanding in the 
Hambletonian and Mambrino fam1lies. is also present in the 
Clay and. Morgan families. The Hal and Pilot families, as 
far as is known, do not possess any blood of Imported 
Messenger. The source of the blood of Imported Bellfounder 
is present in only one family, the Hambletonia.n. Since 
ninety or more per cent of all trotters owe their existence 
to the Hambletonian family, it has been said that Imported 
Messenger is the foundation horse of the American Trotting 
1 
Breed. 
----~-------~--------------------------------------------------1. Frank E; Best, Registrar of the American Trott 1ng Register 
Association. 
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III. THE USUAL METHODS E1~LOYED IN C~\SSIFYING TROTTERS 
AS TO FAMILIES AlID BLOODLINES 
In nearly all olasses and breeds of livestook 
there ooour family names which have been established by 
famous progenitors, either male or female. This is true 
of the Amerioan trotting horses. But unlike some of the 
breeds of livestock. the family names of American trotting 
horses are derived only from famous sires. There have 
been many famous sires of trotters, and without exoeption, 
these are called family founders- the family bearing the 
name of the sire. 
If the origin of American trotting horses is 
studied, there will be observed what are known as the 
foundation families. These are: The Hambletonian, The 
Mambrino, The Clay, The Morgan, The Pilot, and The Hal 
families. The pedigrees of all registered trotting 
horses, past and present, contain the names of one or more 
of these families. 
It was not until 1886, that any attempt was made 
at a olassifioation of trotters as to families or b1ood-
1 
lines. In 1886, J. H. Wallace prepared two tables of 
Sires which he grouped as to families. The first table 
inoluded all sires having three or more new standard per-
formers for 1886. A standard performer is any horse 
--- ------------------------------------------------------1. Wallace's Yearbook, Vol. 2. 
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t~at has made a record of 2:30 or better trotting or 2:25 
or better pacing and that has been duly registered in 
Wallace's American Trotting Register. These sires when 
grouped as to families appeared as follows: 
Family Performers 
10((9 sons sired - - - - - - - - 39 Hambletonian (3 grandsons sired - - - - 10 
Mambrino Chief - 1 grandson sired - - 7 
Olay. Norman and Paoing families- 3 sires have 10 
The seQond table included all sires having ten 
or more standard performers up to andincluding 1886. When 
these were grouped the following families appeared: 
P'amily Performers 
Hamb1etonian 10 
Mambrino Chief 
(Sired - - - - - - - - - - 40 
fll sons sired - - - -206 
C" grandsons sired - - - 73 
(1 great-grandson sired - -10 
(2 sons sired - - - - - - 25 
fl grandson sired ~ ~ - - 10 
Ethan Allen - 1 son sired - - - - - - 28 
Six other sires got - - - - - - - 109 
At the end of eaoh year from this date. a table of 
Sires and performers under their families, similar to the 
foregoing has been made. Each year witnessed the entry of 
a great number of pe~formers into the standard list. Sires 
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other than the original famil7 founders have established 
breeding reoords whioh have made them worthy of family 
names. The exaot oonditions necessar7 for the establ1sh-
1 
ment of a family name is not defined. The Horse World 
has the following to sa7 about families. "It is safe to 
sa7 that no sire that lived to make a few seasons in the 
stud can be said to have established a family unless at 
least ten of his sons beoome sires of standard speed. It 
is, too, true that same Sires with ten speed-producing 
sons are no longer regarded as familY founders, but a 
table showing Just how mBD7 are represented b7 ten sons 
in the list of speed sires surely presents some inter-
esting figures." The table is not presented herewith, 
but it inoluded 166 sires having ten or more speed-produc-
ing sons. Of this total of 165 speed-produoing sires, 
there were onl7 six sires whioh had 100 or more speed-
produoing sons, and the names of these follow: 
~-~------------------------------------~~-~----~------------
1. Borse World, 50 (1914) No.ll. p.199. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
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Sires Havins 100 ~ Kore 
Speed-Producing Sons 
Sire 
Onward 11 • • • • • • • • 
Hamb1etonian 10 • • 
· 
• • 
Nutwood 600 . • • .; • • • 
Red Wilkes 1749 • • 
· 
• • 
Electioneer 126 • 
· 
• 
· · 
George Wilkes 619 • • • 
· 
Sons 
• • 176 
• 
· 
150 
• • 150 
• • 149 
104 
103 
It will be noted in this connection that George 
Wi1kee 519, general17 recognized as the greatest sire of 
trotters, ranks the lowest among the six leading sires 
having 100 or more speed-producing sons. But it should 
be further noted that onward 1411 and .Red Wilkes 1749. 
who are represented with 176 and 149 speed-producing sons, 
respective17. are sons of George Wilkes 619. 
Fifteen sires of this list of 166 had fift7 or 
more speed-producing sons. These fifteen Sires and the 
six sires with 100 or more speed-producing sons make up 
the leading families and branohes of families recognized 
tOday. Some of the more important families and their 
1 
number of branches follow: 
-----------------------~----------------------------------
1~ Horse World, 60 (1914) No.4, p. 51. 
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.1.1 Wl1Der 
No. Family of 
Branches 
1 Wilkes 34 
2 Eleotioneer 25 
3 Belmont 8 
4 Diotator 4 
5 Hap'PY Medium 4 
6 Woodford Msmbrino 4 
"I strathmore 4 
8 Almont 4 
9 Harold 3 
10 Edward Everett 2 
11 Mambrino Patchen 2 
12 Pilot Jr. 2 
13 Volunteer 2 
14 Robert McGrep:or 2 
15 Tom Hal 1 
16 Membrino Pilot 1 
1"1 Artillery 1 
a8 Clark Chief 1 
In this table are represented eighteen families; 
nine of these have as their founder, sons o~ Hambletonian 
10; three families have as their founder, grandsons of 
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Hambletonian 10. Thus Hambletonian 10 is the direot 
progenitor of twelve of the leading reoognized families. 
Four families are represented by sons of Mambrino Chief, 
and the remaining two are by Pilot Jr. and Tom Hal 
(Gibson'e), the greatest sons of the foundation families 
bearing these names. 
Horsemen, in their classification of trotters 
as to families or bloodlines, take into oonsideration 
only the breeding of the sire of the individual in ques-
tion. The breeding of the dam is not considered when 
the family to whioh a horse belongs is discussed. Further-
more, it is the "top Sire", in the pedigree, that is oon-
sldered. The term "top sire" refers to the Sire, grand-
Sire, great-grandsire, etc., which always appear, in an 
extended pedigree, at the top of each generation of an-
cestors of an individual. For instance, Peter Scott 
2:05t was sired by Peter the Great 2:07i, he by Pilot 
Medium 1597 who is by Happy Medium 400. Thus Peter Scott 
2:05; aocording to the reoognized olassifioation as to 
families. belongs to the Happy Medium family. The logio 
and oorreotness of this olassification of individuals as 
to families will not be discussed here. It is shawn in 
order to present general usage and custom. 
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IV. CONSIDERATION OF DATA 
There is only one method of studying bloodlines 
of 2:10 trotters, namelY, by pedigree. A pedigree is 
defined as the record of the lineage or ancestry of an 
individual. 
1 
"The study of pedigree is an effort to under-
stand, through an examination of its various souroes the 
nature of the accumulated hereditary material. The 
further back we can trace the course of its flow and the 
more exhaustive our scrutiny of the various tributaries 
or sources of supply, the more dependable and complete is 
our information. A long line of ancestors with reoords 
of having produced the minimum of inferiority and of 
having oontinued to produce uniformlr in accordance with 
their own records is the strongest possible and only 
conclusive proof that the hereditary material has been 
tully purged from all impurities by carefUl seleotion 
exercised by the breeders of those former generations 
in their elimination of all anoestors exhibiting or 
producing undesirable qualities." 
2 
"No observant, experienced stock breeder will 
deny that attention to pedigree is the touchstone to 
--~---------------.----------------------~~--------------
1. Marshall, Breeding Farm Animals, p. 101. 
2. Editorial, !reeders Gazette,4 (1883) No.24,p.807. 
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sUCoess in livestook improvement; but a pedigree may be a 
good one or bad. If an animal belongs strictly to any 
one of the various well-established breeds, it is safe to 
assume that it will reproduce the general charaoteristics 
ot the breed to which it belongs, unless paired with 
another of an equally well-established but different breed. 
But there is such a thing as inheritance- a well defined 
inheritanoe- of inferiority, running back through many 
generations. Such pedigrees are quite as muoh to be 
avoided as are good ones to be desired. A good pedigree 
has often been defined by the writer hereof as one which 
oommenoes with a good animal and runs back through an ancestry 
all distinguished for unusual esoellence for many generations, 
and the longer such a pedigree is the better. It is impor-
tant to knOw that the male whioh is to be placed at the head 
of a stud, herd or flook should himself be a good one; it is 
important to know that his two parents, and four grandparents, 
and eight great-grandparents were also distinguished for 
exoellenoein the pOints that is desired espeoially to have 
transmitted. A pedigree, to be of any particular value, 
must be something more than a mere string of names. Instead 
of aooepting the fashionathat titled aristocraoy may have 
aet for us, it is vastly more important to ask: Do his 
steers make more and better beet from the same food than 
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ours? Are his sheep more famous for wool or for mntton 
than ours? Are his pigs hardier, do they produoe sweeter 
hams and better baoon than ours from the same food? It 
is by such praotlcal questlons as these that we should 
try pedlgrees; and we should be infinitely more conoerned 
to know whether the immediate anoestors of an animal have 
been dlstlngulshed for espeolal excellence, than to know 
that the llne of desoent Is straight from Booth or from 
Bate., or any other noted breeder of former years. The 
very marrow of pedlgree oonsists In the qualitles of an 
anoestry all along the line. If seleotlng stock from 
whloh to breed trotting horses, look at the reoords of 
the winners on the trotting turf, and Judge of the merits 
of the anoestry aooordingly. If for the dairy, searoh 
for the butter and milk reoords of the anoestry. !his 
is the essenoe of pedIgree as applied to stock breeding". 
1 
There are three kinds of pedigrees: 'irst, one 
in whioh all the generations show animals of superior 
merit as individuals and as breede~s; seoond, one in which 
the first three or four generations show animals of merit 
but in which the more remote lines show few fam11iar 
names end represent obsourity If not inferiority; third, 
One In whioh the fourth generation and the more remote 
-------~--~--~----~~----------------------------~------.-
1. Marshall, BreedIng Farm Animals, pp. 101-102. 
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linea show man7 animals of fair17 earned diatinction but 
in whioh the nearer generations have not oome to fame and 
8eem to re17 more upon their ancestry than upon themselves 
or their performanoes. Either of the two latter pedigrees 
must be considered muoh less valuable than one in which all 
lines are of proven superiority, but of these latter two, 
the one with obsourity surrounding near relatives is in-
ferior to the one w1th dist1nction in close lines and 
obscurity in remote lines. 
Pedigrees of raoe horses, into whioh have been 
incorporated records of 1ndividuals, make them muoh more 
useful than when on1r the names of ancestors appear. A 
reoor4 ot having trotted a mile in 2:10 requires no con-
aideration of errors 1n judgment or unworthr oompetition. 
The standard 1s absolute and oan be applied at &n1 time 
or p1aoe. It is poss1b1e that suoh reoords may not 
~111 represent the oapabilities of the individuals 
beoause of limited opportunities, but there oan be no 
ga1Dsa71ng that fact, that under oonditions surrounding 
the trial the animal possessed the abil1ty to perform 
as reoorded. this information is made available in 
"Wa11aoe's Yearbook" for trotting horse breeders and 1s 
of the 'greatest servioe in the seleotion and the study of 
anoestry. Jor oomplete pedigrees of trott1ng horsea volumes 
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of the "Amerioan Trotting Register" must be available. 
Source of Data .;;;;...;.~..;;,-- - -
The individuals used in these data were taken from 
the 2:10 lists published in the Christmas numbers of "The 
Horse World" and "The Horse Review" for the years 1911 to 
1915, inclusive. These lists .ere compared one with the 
other and then checked with the enttiea made in "Wallaoe's 
Yearbook", volumes 2'1-30, inclusive, referring to the years 
1911 to 1914, inclusive. Volume 3l,ot "Wallace's Yearbook", 
(whioh will oontain the entries for 1915) was not available. 
The data for 1915 are as given by the Christmas numbers of 
"The Horse World" and "The Horse Review". Thus, the 
indiTiduals used in these data represent, as aoourately 
as pOSSible, all trotters that haTe made reoords of 2:10 
or better during the years 1911-1915, inolusive. 
was used. 
Method Used in Obtaining ~ 
In obtaining data the tabular form of pedigree 
~igure 1, represents a complete pedigree of 
one 2:10 performer for five generations. The pedigrees 
of the individuals were obtained from volumes 8-30. in-
olusiTe, of "Wa11aoe's YearbOOk" and from volumes I-XIX, 
ino1usive, of the "Amerioan Trotting Register". In 
eaoh volume of "Wallaoe's Yearbook" appear the pedigrees 
Peter 
the 
Great 
~~1207t 
10 
o 
.. 
O! 
E4 
E4 g 
OJ 
~ 
~n Jennie 
re Scott 
2:14t 
i10t Medium 
1597 
antos 
Bryson 2:161 
etna 
Medium 400 
2:26 
Grand Sentinel 
2:27,z 
Shadow 
Simmons 2:28 
Lena 
rberdeen 27 
Etona 
(Figure 1) 
amb1etonian 10 
rinces8 2: 30 
ilot Jr. 12 
Jennie Lind 
entinel 2:29 
~bdallah 
harles Kent Mare 
flam. ( Andrus t ) 
~anadian Pilot 
~~cy Pope 
aBellfounder 
.Bi d of Lexingjion rambrino Pilot 
ctoroon 
,wallow 
Wilkes 
lack Jane 
Clark Chief Jr. 
:Alice 
Hambletonian 10 
Widow Machree 
.Almont 33 
r 
~om Hal Jr. 
iSOnnie- .A!UiIe 
boe Hooker 
e 
ray Messenger 
~bdallah 
Pharl.eS Kent Mere 
Amerioan Star 14 
.bdal1ah 15 
dwin Forest 
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of all new performers entering the 2:30 list, and these 
pedigrees give the following information: Name of performer 
and registry number, if a standard stallion- Color- Sex- Date 
of foaling- Sire and his number. if a standard horse- Dam and 
her record. if a performer- Sire of dam and his number, if a 
standard horse- Sire of granddam and his number, if a standard 
horse- Reference to ~olumes of the "American Trotting Register". 
if the performer is a standard stallion, in whioh a more 
detailed pedigree is given- Name and residence of breeder-
Place and date at Which record was made- Reoord of performer. 
With this information, and with the use of the foregoing 
volumes of "Wallace's Yearbook" and the "American Trotting 
Register", all pedigrees of the 2:10 trotters were traced as 
shown in Figure 1. 
Probable Error 
Some difficulty was met with in tracing the pedigrees 
ot the performers. The "American Trotting Register", unlike 
most Registry Associations. gives registry numbers only to 
the standard trotting stallions; the mares are listed alphabet-
ioally as standard or non-standard but are not given numbers. 
It some reterence is not made to the volume in which a given 
female's pedigree is given, difficulty arises, due to the taot 
that the breeding of the mares could not be found; therefore 
aome pedigrees are not as complete as desired. In a few 
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cases the breeding of the dam of the performer was unknown. 
In nearly all instanoes the breeding of the Sires of per-
formers is oomplete. Thus one error that might have 
arisen in these data would come from the incompleteness of 
some of the pedigrees which usually oomes on the dam's side 
of the breeding. 
Another error whioh might have oocurred is the 
incorrect ancestry as presented by the Register. It is 
possible that a few horses have been given a fradulent eire 
or dam, but these cases are so few that they may be con-
sidered as negligible in the pedigrees of the performers 
used in this thesis. 
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v. DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Some Facts About the 2:10 Performers 
........... 
The 2:10 performers for the years 1911-1915, inclusive. 
oompared with all performers in the 2:10 list:- The total num-
ber of 2:10 trotters reoorded in "Wallace's Yearbook". inc1ud-
ing those for the year 1916, was 775. Of this number, 314 
used in this thesis, or 40.61 per cent of the total number of 
2:10 trotters represent the performers which have entered the 
2:10 list during the years 1911-1915, inclusive. These 314 
trotters, when apportioned to the years in Which their reoords 
were made appear as follOWS: In 1911, there were 50 new per-
formers to enter the list; in 1912, 62; in 1913 62; in 1914, 
76; and in 1915, 74. Previous to 1913, the largest number of 
2:10 trotters to enter the list in one year was 56. in 1910. 
In 1913, sixty-two new performers entered the 2:10 list. and 
the following years, 1914 and 1916, inclusive, seventy-six 
and seventy-four new performers, respeotive1y were entered 
in the 2:10 list. 
A further oontrast is made possible by oomparing the 
314 trotters for the five-year period, 1911-1916, inclusive, 
with trotters for similar periods previous to 1911. A 
oomparative1y small portion of the present list of 2:10 
trotters were reoorded up to the close of 1900, and previ~us 
to that time no provision had been made for a distinct list 
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ot 2:10 trotters, theretore, the first period to be oon-
aidered will be for the sixteen years (1884-1900, inolusive). 
There were reoorded, prior to 1900, 123 trotters with reoords 
ot 2:10 or better tor the mile. Five years later, or at the 
close of 1905, the 2:10 list totaled 255, which was an in-
crease of 132, or a percentage inorease ot 107.31 per oent 
oTer that of the 1900 list. By diTiding these 132 evenly 
among the years of this five-year period, an average of 26.4 
new 2:10 performers, tor eaoh year, is observed. 
At the olose ot 1910, the 2:10 list totaled 461 
trotters. This was an inorea8e of 206 fOr the five-year 
period following 1905. On a peroentage basis, the 206 
trotters represent 44.4 per oent of the total 2:10 performers 
reoorded up to 1910. The inorease, for the tive-year period, 
1906-1910, ino1usive, was 156.06 per oent as oompared with 
107.31 per oent for the five-year period preoeding. The 
aTerage yearly produotion of 2:10 trotters for this period 
was 41.2 as oompared with 26.4 tor the preceding five-year 
period. 
At the olose ot 1915, the 2:10 list of trotters 
had reaohed the total of 776, and ot this number 314 made 
their records during the years 1911 to 1915, inclusive. 
This was an increase ot 152.42 per oent over the previous 
per oent 
fIve-year period, and an inorease of 237.87/over that of 
the period from 1901-1906, ino1usive. Each year otthis 
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last period oontributed an average ot 62.8 trotters to the 
2:10 list as oompared with 41.2 and 26.4 trotters per year, 
respeotive1y. for the two preoeding five-year periods. 
That the 2:10 trotters of this latter period 
(1911-1915. ino1usive), are the most representative of the 
2:10 list is self-evident from oomparisons made tor similar 
periods in the foregoing paragraphs. Furthermpre. these 
314 trotters are practioally all in raoing oiroles today. 
Therefore, interest is direoted not only to their reoords, 
but also to their breeding whioh involves a study of pedi-
grees. 
Comparison aa to sex: Twenty years ago (1886) the 
entire 2:10 list of trotters oontained two more mares than 
stallions. At that time there were eighteen mares, siEteen 
stallions and ten geldings with trotting records of 2:10 or 
better. At present the entire list of 2:10 trotters is 
divided up as follows: Mares, 305; stallions, 255; and 
geldings, 216. That the proportion of trotting stallions 
with reoords of 2:10 or better is rap1dlY inoreaaing is 
evident trom the sex div1sion of the new 2:10 performers 
of the last five years. This div1sion 1s made up as 
follows: mares. 126; stallions, 118; and geldings, 70. The 
faot that stallions are beooming relatively more numerous 
in the 2:10 list is further shown by 1ist1ng the 2:10 trot-
ters whioh made their reoords in 1916. as follows: stallions, 
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34; mares, 31; and geldings 10. 
Thirty-two years ago advanced registry was estab-
lished for dairy cattle. It is a fact that since then the 
yearly milk production and butter fat records of dairy cows 
have been brought to a high standard. The probable factors 
influencing this advance in milk production and butter fat 
records are: better conditions, more and better feed and 
better cows. All three factors are fundamental, but to 
the last named factor especial attention has been given. 
With the incorporation of milk and butter records within 
extended pedigrees, more attention was given them, and not 
only was the ancestry studied, but also the performance of 
the ancestry. 
A step comparable to the estab11shment of advanced 
registry among dairymen was taken by trotting horsemen when 
a separate list was established for those horses making 
records of 2:10 or better, either at the pace or trot. The 
first 2:10 trotting record dates back thirty-one years, just 
one year later than the establishment of advanced registry 
for dairy cattle. It is true that some progress has been 
made in the production of speed among trotting horses. Thus, 
the reoord of 2:10 trotting, made by Jay-Eye-See in 1884, has 
been lowered to 1:58, the record now held by Uh1an which he 
made in 1912. No doubt the faotors entering into the lower-
ing of these records were obtained by better conditions, such 
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as~ the light oart with pneumatio tires, soientifio methods 
of harnessing and balanoing the horses, soientifio feeding, 
and the breeding of the best to the best. 
Data on above faotors are not available, but here-
with is given a summary of the breeding, as to reoords, of 
the first six ancestors of the 314 performers with reoords 
of 2:10 or better trotting used in this thesis. Thus, 
1 2 
261 performers are by reoord sires. 
53 
314 
n n n no reoord aires. 
123 performers are out of reoord dams. 
....lll 
314 
107 
154 
16 
3'7 
314 
" 
.. 
performers are 
reoord dams. 
performers are 
reoord dams. 
performers are 
record dams. 
performers are 
no reoord dams. 
" no reoord dams • 
by reoord sires and out of 
by record sires and out of no 
by no reoord Sires and out of 
by no reoord sires and out of 
-------- -------------------------------------------------------1. A performer as used in this list refers to individuals 
with records of 2:10 or better at the trot. 
2. A reoord individual is any individual that has a reoord of 
2:30 or better at the tr~t or 2:25 or better at the pace. 
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210 performers are by reoord paternal grandsires. 
104 performers are by no reoord paternal grandsires. 
3I4 
77 performers are out of reoord paternal granddams. 
~erformers are out of no reoord paternal granddams. 
239 performers are by reoord material grands ires. 
76 performers are by no reoord maternal grandsires. 
3I4 
62 performers are out of reoord maternal granddams. 
252 performers are out of no reoord maternal granddams. 
m 
6 performers whose first six ancestors are reoord individuals. 
31 performers have five reoord ancestors among the first six. 
77 performers have four record ancestors among the first six. 
108 performers have three record ancestors among the first six. 
66 performers have only two reoord among the first six. 
25 performers have only one reoord ancestor among the first six. 
~ performers have no reoord ancestors among the first six. 
314 
The five 2:10 performers whose first six anoestors 
are reoord individuals follow: Harry J.S. 2:0at, Jaok Leyburn 
2:04i, Lee Axworthy 2:03i, Luoile Spier 2:07! and The Temptress 
2:08i. 
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It will be noted that in this classification, the 
record sires greatly outnumber the record dams; 83.12 per 
cent of the 2:10 performers are by record sires while only 
39.17 per cent are out of record dams- a ratio of approx-
imately 2:1. With the grandparents the difference is greater. 
When the paternal and maternal grandsires and the paternal 
and maternal granddams are considered together, it is found 
that 71.49 per cent of the 2:10 performers are by reoord 
paternal and maternal grands ires while 22.49 per cent are 
out of reoord paternal and maternal granddams- a ratio of 
3~1.~he cono1usion might be drawn from these data that speed 
is transmitted mostly through the sires, unless speed in the 
dams is latent or undeveloped. In view of the actual condi-
tions surrounding parenthood in trotting males and females, 
and of the financial advantages of low record sires. the 
foregoing oonclusion is scaroe1y warranted. 
Sires of the First Generation 
By tabulating the 2:10 trotters, which have made 
records during the last five years, under their Sires. it 
was found that these 314 trotters of the 2:10 list were 
sired by 184 stallions. 
offspring in this list. 
Some sires have more than one 
There were forty-four sires with 
two or more progeny and 140. each of which had one 2:10 
offspring. In Table I is given a list of the forty-four 
aires having two or more 2:10 progeny, and the number of 2:10 
trotters sired by eaoh. 
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TABLE 1 
Sires Having Two or More 2:10 Progeny 
lfo. Sire 2: 10 Progeny 
1 Peter the Great 2:0'1-:- 26 
2 Axworthy 2: lSi 9 
3 Jay MoGregor 2:07-:- 9 
4 Todd 2:14! 9 
1 
6 Moko 24457 8 
6 Walnut Hall 2 :08-:_ 6 
7 Zombro 2:11 6 
8 John A. MoKerron 2:04i 6 
9 Bellini 2:131 6 
10 Bingara M707 6 
11 brion 2:07-1 4. 
12 Adll'!-ira1 Dewey 2: 04! 4. 
13 Bingen 2:06i 4 
14 GUY Axworth,y 2:08! 4 
16 General Watts 2:06-i 4 
16 Trampfast 2:12-:- 3 
17 The Exponent 2:11~ 3 
18 San Franoisoo 2:0'11 3 
19 Archdale 37304 3 
20 McKinney 2:111 3 
21 Prodigal 2:16 3 
22 A1bingen 2:18 3 
------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Moko 24467~ means that MOko'a American trotting register 
number is ~4457. 
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No. Sire 12:10 l'roge!J,ll 
23 Sidney Dillon 23157 3 
24 Tregantle 2:09i 3 
25 Almaden D. 2:19i 2 
26 Norva1 2:14-1 2 
2 27 
! 
31738! The Direotor General 
28 Oonsternaro 2:16; 2 
29 Bernadotte 2:291 2 
30 Red Medium 2:231 2 
31 General Forrest 2:08 2 
32 The Bondsman 37641 2 
33 Mobel 2:101 2 
34 Onward Silver 2:06i 
36 Del Coronado 2:091 2 
36 Prinoe ot India 2:131 . ~ 
37 Carolikin 2:071 2 
38 Waltz 2:22 
39 Joe Patohen 2:01; (p) 2 
40 Rhythmi 0 2: O§i 2 
41 Dale Axworth~37502 2 
42 Silent Brook 2:161 2 
2 
44 Vioe Commodore 2:11 2 
Toilal 174 
Average 4-
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It will be noticed from Table I that there is a 
total of 1~4,2:10 performers sired by the forty-four sires. 
These forty-four sires with the 140 sires, each having one 
2:10 performer, got the 314 trotters of the 2:10 list here 
studied. Each one of the 184 sires got an average of 1.7t 
progeny in this 2:10 list, and each of the forty-four got 
an average of approximately four progeny. In this table 
of forty-four sires. there are ten sires each of whioh 
produced five or more 2:10 performers; five. eaoh of which 
produced four 2:10 performers; nine. each of which produo-
ed three 2:10 performers; and twenty, eaoh of which pro-
duced two 2:10 performers. 
The data in Table I, show that seventeen of the 
forty-four Sires. numbers 1, 3. 6, 8, 11, 12, 13. 14, 16. 
18, 24, 31, 34. 36, 3~, 39, and 40. hold reoords of 2:10 
or better at the trot (one Sire, Joe Patohen 2:0li, is a 
pacer). These seventeen sires got eighty-four of the 
1~4 performers sired by the forty-four stallions. Twenty 
aires, numbers 2, 4. 7, 9, 16, 17. 20, 21. 22. 25, 26, 28, 
29, 30. 33, 36, 38, 42, 43, and 44, hold reoords of 2:30 
or better at the trot. The total number of 2:10 progeny 
sired by them is sixty-five, as oompared with a total of 
eighty-four, sired by the seventeen 2:10 performers. 
Seven Sires, numbers 6, 10, 19, 23, 27, 32, and 41. hold 
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no reoords. Their total number of 2:10 proge~ in the 
list of 174 performers is twenty-five. These data shpw 
that the sires with records of 2:10 or better were the 
moat prominent in producing 2:10 performers. 
The foregoing facts are illustrated more olearly 
by oonsidering, the 140 sires, each of whioh have one 2:10 
offspring, with the forty-four sires eaoh of whioh have two 
or more 2:10 offspring. The 140 sires divided as to 
reoords show that twenty-eight sires have records of 2:10 
or better either at the trot or pace; eighty-two sires 
haTe records of 2:30 or better trotting or 2:25 or better 
paoing; and thirty sires have no rtoords. B7 oombining 
the foregoing sires the following data are obtained: 
1'1 aires with reoords of 2:10 or better got 84-2:10 trotters 
28 " " " " " 
n 
" " 28 " " 
45 n " " " " " " " 112 n " 
Eaoh 2:10 sire got an average of 2.5- of the per-
formers. 
20 sires with recor4a of 2:~0 or better got 65-2:10 trotters 
82 " " " " " " " " 82 " " 
102 " " " " " " " " 14., " " 
Each 2:30 aire got an average of 1.441 of the 2:10 
performera. 
'1 aire8 with no records got 25-2~10 trotters. 
30 " " " n" 30" " 
37 " " " " " 56 " " 
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Each no reoord sire got an average of 1.Baf of 
the 2:10 performers. 
These data show that the sires having records 
of 2:10 or better have been more prominent as sires of 
2:10 performers. Those having no reoords rank seoond 
as produoers of 2:10 performers. and the sires with 
reoords of 2:30 or better have the poorest reoords as 
Sires of 2:10 performers. These data oannot be taken 
as oonolusive for the total 2:10 trotters in the list, 
beoause with a greater number of sires of 2:10 trotters, 
the results would probably be ohanged, someWhat. It 
may be said that the results obtained in Table I. of the 
2:10 sires will hold for the total number of 2:10 trotters 
in the list. This assertion is made beoause of the faot 
that the Sires with reoords of 2:10 or better are given 
a better ohanoe in the stud. As a rule they are put to 
better mares and their offspring are given a greater oppor-
tunity on the traok. 
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TABLE 2 
Ten Leadin~ Sires of ~ First Generation 
No. Sire 2:10 % of TOtal Trotters 2 : 10 Tr 0 ters 
1 Peter the Great 2:07-1 26 8.28 
2 Axworthy 2: lQi_ 9 2.86 
3 Jay McGregor 2:07t 9 2.86 
4 Todd 2:141 9 2.86 
6 Moko 24457 8 2.55 
6 Walnut Hall 2:08± 6 1.91 
7 Zombro 2:11 5 1.59 
8 John A. McKerron 2:041 5 1.69 
9 Bellini 2:1M- 5 1.59 
10 Bingara 34707 6 1.59 
Total 87 27.7 
Average 8.7 2.77 
Table 2, oontains a list of the ten leading sires 
of 2:10 performers, each stallion having sired five or more 
2:10 progeny. The total 2:10 get sired by them is 87, the 
average 2:10 get for each sire being 8.7 as compared with 
1.7, which is the average 2:10 get of the 184 stres of 2:10 
performers. 
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Table 2, Column 4, shows the per cent of the 
total number of 2:10 trotters sired by each horse. For 
instanoe, Peter the Great 2:07t is the sire of 26,2:10 
trotter. which is 8.28 per cent of the 314,2:10 trotters. 
These ten sires produced 27.7 per cent of the 314.2:10 
trotters, or an average by each sire of 2.77 per oent of 
the total. 
The outstandIng fact in this table is the posi-
tion ocoupied by Peter the Great 2:07t. He is the sire 
of twenty-six 2:10 trotters which is three times as many 
as the next ranking sires: !%worthy 2:15i, Jay KcGregor 
2:07t and Todd 2:14! who have nine 2:10 trotters eaoh. 
Peter the Great is the premier sire of 2:10 performers, 
having up to the olose of 1916, forty offspring in the 
2:10 list. MoKinney 2:11t has aired a total of twenty-
one performers, whioh is Slightly more than one-half the 
number gotten by Peter the Great 2:07t. 
In this list of ten sires there are four with 
reoords of 2:10 or better; four with reoords of 2:30 pr 
better and two with no reoords. The number of 2:10 
trotters sired by each olass is: 2:10 stallions sired 
forty-six, 2:30 stallions sired twenty-eight, and no reoord 
stallions sired thirteen. The four 2:10 aires got an 
aTerage of 11.5 performers eaoh, the four 2:30 Sires got 
an average of 7 performers each and the two no record sires 
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got an average of6.5 performers each. It will also be 
noticed from the data that the sires with records of 2:10 
or better are more prominent while the data covering the 
2:30 and no record . sires are reversed from that previous-
ly mentioned. 
It is interesting to note in the breeding of 
these ten leading sires of 2:10 trotters that all of them 
trace through their male ancestry to Hamb1etonian 10. 
Thus Bellini 2:13i by Artillery 2:21t is a grandson of 
Hamb1etonian 10; Koko 24457 by Baron Wilkes 2:18, Peter 
the Great 2:07t by Pilot Jledium 1597 and Walnut Hall 2:0at 
by Conductor 2:14t are great grandsons of Hamb1etonian 10; 
and !%worthy 2:1&1 by Axtell 2:12, Bingara 34707 by Bingen 
2:06t, Jay McGregor 2:07t by Jay Hawker 2:14!, John A. 
KoKerron 2:04t by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16t, Todd 2:141 by 
Bingen 2:06i and Zombro 2:11 by MoKinney 2:llt are great-
great grandsons of Hambletonian 10. Grouping these 
aires as to fami11es we obtain the following data. 
Family 
Artillery - 1 sire, 
Sires 
Bellini 2:13t 
Happy M8dium~ 1 sire, Peter the Great 2:07i 
(Todd 2:14! 
Electioneer- 3 sires, (Walnut Hall 2:08t (Bingara 3470'1 
W11kes- 5 sires 
(Axworthy 2: 1&1 (Jay MoGregor 2:07t ( )loko 24457 
( John A. MoKerron 2:04i ( Zombro 2:11 
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Grouping the families aooording to the numbers 
of 2:10 trotters produced by each, we have: The Wilkes 
family with thirty-six 2:10 trotters; The Happy Medium, 
with twenty-six; The Eleotioneer, with twenty; and The 
Artillery,with five. 
Aooording to these data, the Wilkes family is the 
most prominent in the production of 2:10 trotters; the Happy 
Medium family ranks seoond, but h~s only one progenitor of 
extreme speed, namely, Peter the Great, 2:07t: and that ex-
treme speed is ooming from the Eleotioneer family mostly 
through one Sire, Bingen 2;06t. the grandson of Eleotioneer. 
SireBof the Seoond Generation 
--
The sires of the second generation include the 
sires of stres and sires of dams of the 2:10 pe~formers. 
These are, respeotively, the paternal and maternal grand-
sires of the 2:10 performers • . 
By tabulating the 2:10 performers under their 
grands ires , paternal and maternal, it is found that 284 
stallions got all the stallions and mares which •• re the 
sires and dams of the 2:10 performers here studied. Eaoh 
of these 284 grandsires got an average of 2.2 direot off-
spring (sons and daughters) which in turn beoame the 628 
parents of the 314 performers here studied. The number 
of direot parents of 2:10 performers gotten by eaoh grand-
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B1re ranged from 38 in oase of one horse (Bingen 2:06t) to 
1 in oase of a number of horses. Of the 284 grandsires, 
seventy-nine had sired two or more offspring, and the total 
progeny of these seventy-nine stallions was 423. Eaoh 
stallion of the seventy-nine grands ires got an average of 
5:35 offspring as oompared with an averasaof 4- for the 
stallions of the first generation having two or more off-
s pr 1ng eaoh. 
When the paternal and maternal grands ires are 
oonsidered separately, a different view is presented. 
Some grandsires that appear on the sires'side as having 
two or more get, also appear on the dams side as having 
two or more get. There are forty-nine paternal grand. 
sires having two or more get eaoh and forty-eight mater-
nal gandsires having two or more get eaoh. But there 
are eighteen grands ires that appear both as paternal and 
maternal grands ires having two or more get each. The 
total number offspring of the forty-nine paternal grand-
aires is 268, an average of 5.4"- progeny for eaob; while 
the total number offspring of the forty-eight maternal 
grandsiree is 153, an average of 3.19- progen7 for each. 
A list of tbe grands ires, paternal and mater-
nal, which had offioial performanoe reoords shows tbat: 
33 grandsires with reoords ot 2:10 or better, 
either at the trot or paoe, got a total of 104 offspring 
which in turn beoame the sires and dame of 2:10 performers,-
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eaoh 2:10 grandsire gettIng an average of 3.15 offsprIng. 
144 grandsires with records of 2:30 or better 
trottIng or 2:25 or better pacIng got a total of 343 off-
spring whioh in turn became the sires and dams of 2:10 
performers,- an avera8e of 2.38 offspring for each. 
107 grandsires wIth no reoords got a total of 
181 offspring whioh In turn beoame the sires and dams of 
2:10 performers,- each no record grandsire getting an 
average of 1.78 offspring. 
A list of the seventy-nine grandsires, pater-
nal and maternal. having two or more progeny eaoh, shows 
that: 
14 grandsires with reoords of 2:10 or better, 
either at the trot or paoe, got a total of 85 offspring 
(sirea and dams of 2:10 performers),- eaoh 2:10 grand-
sire getting an average of 6.07 offspr1ng. 
48 grands ires with reoords of 2:30 or better 
trotting or 2:26 or better paoing got a total of 24' oft-
spring (sires and dams of 2:10 performers), an average of 
6.14 offspring for eaoh. 
19 grands1res with no reoords got a total of 91 
offspring (sires and dams of 2:10 performers),- each no 
reoord grandsire getting an average of 6.36 offsprIng. 
These data bear out the same results as those 
obtained in the first generation. namely, that the 2:10 
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stallions are the most prominent in the produotion of off-
spring; that the 2:30 stallions are more productive than 
the no reoord stallions when the total number of stallions 
is considered, but when those stallions having two or more 
progeny each are oonsidered the no record sires have proven 
themselves to be the better. 
A further study is made of the ten leading sires 
of sires of 2:10 performers, sires of dams of 2:10 perfor-
mers, and sires of sires and sires of dams of 2:10 per-
formers, respeotively, in Tables 3, 4, and 5. 
Ten Le adi ng Si res 0 
k Sire II) 
~ 
~ 
1 Bingen 2:0Gt 
2 Pilot Medium ~597 
3 MoKinney 2 :lli 
4 Baron Wilkes 2:18 
6 Artell 2:12 
6 Electioneer 125 
'I Arworthy 2:151-
8 Jay Hawker 2:14-1 
9 :9!odd 2:14f 
10 MOl[o 24457 
Total 
Average 
fable 3 
f 8i res 0 • er ormers . f 2 10 P f 
td I , 
II) I ~l>. k k a (1)' or-! II) k 0.0 P-iOIl) OlkO 1M cl1k O'H kid Ok'" O~k 11)11) r-IE-iCil ~k~ p,.k .... ... "ltoo 
0 OCil IM~~ 01 0 r-I CD 
J:t-r-ICD •• to J:t O~~ OM ··k "lkO CIl-"l1l) Q)CIl ~..o'" 
12 33 10:51 
2 27 8.69 
9 16 4.77 
6 14 4.46 
3 11 3.50 
6 10 3.18 
3 10 3.18 
1 9 2.86 
6 6 1.91 
5 6 1.91 
53 141 44.86 
6.3 14.1 4.48 
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Table 3, includes the ten leading sires of sires 
of 2:10 performers. In comparing this table with Table 2, 
it will be noticed that three sires in Table 3, are also 
present in Table 2, "The Ten Leading Sires of 2:10 Perform-
ers." These are Axworthy 2:151. Todd 2:141 and Moko 24457. 
Column 3, of Table 3, gives the number of sons of 
eaoh paternal grandsire; Column 4, gives the number of 2:10 
performers sired by these sons; and Column 6, gives the 
per cent of the 314 performers which have for their male 
progenitor the horses listed in this table. It will be 
noticed that these ten sires in Table 3, have fifty-three 
sons and these fifty-three sons sired 141 of the total num-
ber of 2:10 performers here studied. Each son got an 
average of 2.66 performers, and each Sire in the table is 
the progenitor of 14.1 performers. 
It will be noticed that Bingen 2:06t is the lead-
ing sire of sires of 2:10 performers, he being represented 
by twelve sons who sired thirty-three 2:10 performers which 
is 10.61 per cent of the total number of 2:10 performers. 
In the first generation Peter the Great 2:07i ocoupied the 
position of the leading sire of 2:10 performers, but his 
sire, Pilot Medium 1597. holds second position as a pro-
genitor of 2:10 performers' in this generation. This is 
due to the fact that Pilot Medium 1597 transmits extreme 
speed through only one son, namely, Peter the Great 2:07t 
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, (he has one other son, but this son sired only one 2:10 
performer) while Bingen 2:06i transmits extreme speed 
through twelve sons. Extreme speed from Jay Hawker 2:l4t, 
in line 8, comes through one son, Jay McGregor 2:07i. Todd 
2:141, a son of Bingen 2:06t ranks ninth in this table and 
he has six sons, each being the sire of one 2:10 performer. 
One very noticeable fact is that Electioneer 125, a son of 
Hsmbletonian 10, is present in the list of ten leading 
sires of sires of 2:10 performers, being the progenitor of 
ten 2:10 performers. 
A study of the breeding of these ten paternal 
grandsires shows that one sire, Electioneer 125 is a son of 
Hamb1etonian 10; Pilot Medium 1597 by Happy Medium 400, Baron 
Wilkes 2:18 by George Wilkes 2:22 are grandsons; McKinney 2:llt 
by Baron Wilkes 2:18; Axtell 2:12 by William L 4244, Jay Hawker 
2:14! by Jay Bird 5060, Moko 24457 by Baron Wil~es 2:18, and 
Bingen 2:06t by May King 2:2lt are great grandsons; and Todd 
2:14} by Bingen 2:06t is a great-great grandson of Hambletonian 
10. By arranging these paternal grands ires under their fami-
lies when only the male line of the breeding is considered, it 
is f ound that the following families are represented: 
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Familz 
Happy Medium- 1 sire, 
E1eotioneer- 3 sires, 
Sires 
Pilot Medium 1597 
(Bingen 2:06t 
(Todd 2:14i (Electioneer 125 
(McKinney 2:11t 
(Baron Wilkes 2:18 
George Wi1kes- 6 sires(Axte11 2:12 
CAxworthy 2:16i (Jay Hawker 2:14£ 
(Moko 24467 
ListIng these as to the number of 2:10 performers 
produced by the sons of the sires in the foregoing families, 
it is found that the sons of the sires in the George Wilkes 
family got sixty-five 2:10 performers; the sons of the sires 
in the Electioneer family got thirty-nine 2:10 performers; 
and the sons of the sire in the Happy Medium family got 
twenty-seven 2:10 performers. 
These data show that the George Wilkes family 
continues to be the most prominent as the progenitor of 
2:10 performers, its progeny being nearly twice that of 
the Electioneer family which ranks second; the Happy Medium 
family ranks third. 
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Table 4 
Ten Leading Sires .9.! ~ .£:!. ~ Performers 
k 
~ Sire 
~I 
1 I Baron Wilke. 2:18 9 12 
2 Prodigal 2: 16 6 
3 Wilton 2:19i 5 
4 Axtell 2:12 6 
5 Guy Wilkes 2:16t 5 
6 Ar ion 2 :0'lJt 6 
7 Kremlin 2:07i 6 
8 Bingen 2:06i 5 
9 Moko 24457 4 
10 ! Shade1and Onward 2: 18 I 4 
Total 55 
Avera e 5.5 
8 
7 
Q 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
63 
6.3 
3.82 
2.54 
2.23 
1.91 
1.91 
1.91 
1.59 
1.59 
1.27 
1.27 
20.04 
2.004 
Table 4, inoludes the ten leading maternal grand· 
sires ot 2:10 performers or the ten leading sires of damB 
of 2:10 performers. 
In oomparing this table with Table 3, it will be 
notioed that four aires in Table 4 also occur in Table 3. 
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Thele a~e Baron Wilkee 2:18, Axtell 22~2t Bingen 2:06i, 
and Koko 2"61. Baron Wilkee 2:18, the leading 8ire of 
dams of 2:10 pe~formera oooupies fourth position aa the sire 
of al~.e of 2:10 performe,a. 
It will be notloed that the daughteZ80f the airee 
In ~able , produoed an average of l.l4 f perfo~mera eaoh.whl1e , 
the Bona of hOraea app'&ringln Table 3, produoed an average 
of 2.66f pe~fo~mera , .aoh, a ratio of 2f;1. Koat ot the 
daughters in Table 4, produced one 2:10 pe~former eaish the 
exoeptlons being the daughte~. of Baron Wilkes 2:18, Prodlgal 
2:16, Wilton 2:1ti, and ~U7 Wilkea 2:15t. ~e total number 
of 2:10 performera produoed bY' drmghtel'a of a1r~. ,In Table '. 
1a.1x",7-thr •• ,- .ao~ a1re being a prog.nlto~ . of 6.3 perform-
er •• aoompared wlth 14.1 p.~formers per I~r. llsted 1n Table 
Z:. 
fhe b~ •• ding of the •• el1'l. ahow. that Arion 2:01! 
by Eleotioneer 126, G117 Wi1kee 2:16-1 bY' George Wilkea 2:22, . 
Wilton 2:ltt by George Wilke. 2:22. and Baron Wi1kea 2:18 
by Georgi Wilke. 2:22 are grandsons of Kambletonian 10; 
Sha4.~and Onward 2:1&1 bY' Onward 2:26t. Kremlin 2:0~! b7 
LoJ4 Ru •• e~l 46", MOko 24461 bY'Baron Wilk.e 2:18, Axt.ll 
1:12 by Wl1liam L. 4244, Bingen 2;06i by Kay Xing ~:2.i are 
grlat gram.ons. Prodigal 2:16 by Panooaet 2:211 is a peat 
graDdeon of Mambl'lno Chlef 11. !hie ls the f1rat case of 
&n1 of the leading 11rea traoing through thelr male line to 
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a sire other than Hamb1etohian 10. Pr odiga1 2: 16 t hold ing 
seoond position aa the leading sire of dams of 2:10 per-
formers, gives to the Mambrino family some reoognition as 
the progenitor of 2:10 performers. 
A grouping of the sires under their families show~ 
the following: 
Familz 
Woodford Mambrino- 1 sire, Prodigal 2:16 
Electloneer- 2 airea 
George Wilkes- 7 sirea 
(Arion 2:07! (Bingen 2:06! 
(Baron Wilkes 2:18 (Wilton 2:19! (Axtell 2:12 
(Guy Wilkes 2:l~ (Kremlin 2:07! (Moko 24457 
(Shadeland Onward 2:18* 
The daughters of stallions in the George Wilkes 
family produoed forty-four 2:10 performers, the daughters of 
the stallions of the Eleotioneer family produoed eleven, and 
the daughters of the stallion of the Woodford Mambrino family 
produoed eight 2:10 performers. The George Wilkes family 
is again the most prominent as the progenitor of 2:10 per-
formers. 
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Table 5 
1!.G Leading Grandsires (Paternal and Maternal) .Qt ~: 10 
Performers 
-
I I 
rd,k r-41 OCD ~ 
-Jot ~k fD~ fD~~ rd~ fD iJot ... 
... "" ... "" CD CDfD a CD !~ 2jfDA Sire kO a~ ... 13.... r-4 kO Ok "'~I>. 
al •• OCil 0 O~ o al,a 
"Z 'H fD-tH tH tH 
0 ... 1>. ... r-4 k kid k I>.rd 
... ~.ID • ,0 ~:~ ~8 CD,o • II) ",k &It &It 0 i mi; rd d rdd 0., ~CDO OrdfD OCDrdlD ~ k r-4'" ""~~ r-40", r-fJotOk ~ 0"'0 ...... •• ~ CD ...... fit. CD alO'H C\Jal Ard"Z "Z .p "Z CIl .p 
1 Bingen 2:06-1 12 33 5 5 38 
2 Pilot Medium 1597 2 27 - - 27 
3 Baron Wi1kee 2:18 6 l' 9 12 26 
" 
Axtell 2:12 3 11 6 6 17 
15 MoKinney 2:11i 9 15 - .. 15 
6 Artrorth7 2:14t 3 10 3 3 13 
'I Eleotioneer 125 q 10 2 2 12 
8 Jay Hawker 2:14! 1 9 2 2 11 
9 Guy Wilkes 2:15t 
" " 
5 6 11 
10 lIoto 2446'1 5 6 4 
" 
10 
Total 61 139 36 40 1'19 
J.T8~age 5.1 13.9 3.6 4.0 1'1.; 
CD Ik 
a .... 
kCll 
0 
tHo 
....p 
CD 
IlfbO 
~ 0 .... 
~8 
"Zk 
E-t 
1M 
OfD 
~~ 
12.1 
8.59 
8.28 
5.41 
4.79 
4.14 
3.82 
3.50 
3.60 
3.18 
6'1.32 
5.73 
~able 6, includes the ten leading grandairee of 2:10 
performers when both 8ir88 and dams of 2:10 performers are used 
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as the basis of merlt. For example, B1ng~~06t has twelve 
lona whloh slred thirty-three 2:10 performers and flve daugh-
ters whlCh produced flve 2:10 performers, thus, Bingen 2:06t 
ls the paternal ~d maternal grandslre of thlrty-elght 2:10 
performers. Therefore, 12.1 per oent of 2:10 performets 
here studled have Bingen 2 :06-1 as a gramm re on a Ither the 
maternal or paternal slde. 
These ten stalllons In Table 5, are elther paternal 
or maternal grandslres of 17.9- 2:10 performers which Is 5.73 
per cent ot the total number ot 2:10 performers here studled. 
Eaoh stal110n Is the paternal or maternal grandsire of an 
average of 17.9 performers. 
Table 5, a8 to stalllons, Is practloally the s~me as 
Table 3, in that nlna stallions appear in this table that 
appeared in Table 3. Guy Wilkes 2:l5t ls the only aire 
appearing In Table 5, and not appearing in Table 3. The 
rank of the aires is somewhat changed, as for instance, Baron 
Wilkes 2:18, the leading slre of dams of 2:10 performers, is 
third in thIs table while he ranked fourth in Table 3. Two 
airea, Pilot J4adlum 1597 and McKinney 2:11! 40 not appear 
on the dams'.!de of the breeding in the seoond generation 
beoause they have no daughters whioh produoed 2:10 perform-
era. 
The breeding of these aires showl that Eleotioneer 
126 Is a eon of Bamblatonian 10; Pilot Medium 1597 by Happy 
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~edium 400, Baron Wilkes 2:18 by George Wilkes 2:22. ~ 
Wilkes 2:1~i by George Wilkee 2:22 are grandsons. Axtell 
2:12 by WilllamL. '~~'. MoKinney 2:l1i by Baron Wilkes 
2:18, Jay Hawker 2:14'1 by Jay Bird 5060, l4oko24457 by 
Baron Wilkes 2:18 and Bingen 2:06i by May King 2:21i are 
great grandsons; and Axworthy 2:151 by Axtell 2:12 is a 
great-great grandson of Hamb1etonian 10. 
The grouping of these stallions into families 
follows: Fami1z 
Happy Me4ium- 1 sir., 
E1eotione~r- 2 sires 
George Wi1kes- 7 sires 
Sires 
Pilot Medium 1597 
(Eleotioneer 125 (Bingen 2:oei 
(Baron Wilkee 2:18 (Axtell 2:12 
t KolUnne,. 2: 1; t ( Axwor tb.7 2 : 101" (Jay Rawkei ~:l'! (Guy Wilkes 2:15i (J40ko 2445'1 
ThuS, the George Wilkes family is the progenitor 
of 103. the Electioneer of fift,. and the Happy Medium of 
twenty-seven 2:10 performers. 
The data discus.ed in this table and Tables 3,and 4. 
ahows that the George Wilke.f~il7 is b,. far the most 
prominent in the produotion of 2:10 performers; the 
Electioneer fami1,. ranks seoond; and the Happy Medium 
family. whiCh has onl,. one prominent sire ·Of 2:10 perfor~­
ers, ranks third. But acoording to the recognized custom, 
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the George Wi1kee, E1eotioneer and Happy Medium families 
arebranohes of the Hamb1etonian family, therefore, it 
mal be said that extreme speed oomes through certain 
faailies founded by Hambletonian 10. 
Sires of the Third Generation 
- -
The aires of the third generation ino1ude the great 
grandsires, paternal and maternal, of the 2:10 performers 
here studied. 
By tabulating the 2:10 performers under their great 
grands ires , both paternal and maternal, it was found that 
'17 etal1ions sired the marea and atallions ,whioh were the 
grandparents of the 2:10 pertormers. Eaoh of theae 
stallions aired an average of 2.0lr progeny. There were 
109 stallions ot the '1', eaoh of whiab aired two or more 
progeny. The total number of progeny aired by these 109 
.tallions was 948, an average of 8.69, progenl for eaoh. 
Another view is presented by oonsidering, separately. 
the paternal and the maternal great grandsires. Thus, 
147 stallions s ired the paternal grandparents 0 f the 2 :10 
per,tormers, an average of 4.271' progeDY' for each; 304 
stallions a1red the maternal grandparents of 2:10 per-
formers, an average of 2.061' progeny for eaoh. There 
were 64 paternal great grands1res, eaoh of which had sired 
two or more prpgeD7. and the total number of progen, 
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(paternal grandparents of 2:10 performers) sired by them was 
546, an avwrage of 8.611 progeny for each. There were seventy-
nine maternal great grand-sires, each of which had sired two 
or more progeny, and the total number of progeny (maternal grand-
parents of 2:10 performers) sired by these stallions was 403, 
an average of 6.1 progeny for each. These data show that the 
bloodlines of the sires of 2:10 performers are more intensified 
than the bloodlines of the dams; that is, the greater repeti-
tion of the same individual in anyone generation shows that 
those horses in whose pedigree thiS ocours are more closely 
inbred. 
A more detailed study is made of the leading great 
grandsires, paternal and maternal, of 8:10 performers in 
Tables 6, 7, and 8, which include the ten leading paternal 
great grandsires, the ten leading maternal great grands ires, 
and the ten leading paternal and maternal great grandsires, 
respectively, of the 2:10 performers here listed. 
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Table 6 
~ Leading Grandsires of Sires ~ ~ Performers 
, ~;f ,Q 
~~ •• orf ;\20 
orfQ1 HQ1 J.tA 
~ o~ 
Slre ~'S IDID 
ID fHQ1 Q)J.t 
J.t 0 ~mo Q) CD ID 
J.t :t; 0 ~= C1lJ.tJ.t Q) ~ 00 ~Oorf 
~ ID W td CDC1l1D fHCIl = .p 0 J.t J.t oJ.t 0 ., Q1 1:. orffHQ) ~ CD 0 121 C1l u A AO~ P-t~ 
1 George Wilkes 2:22 12 62 4 
" 
66 1'.83 
2 Happy Medium 400 2 29 6 14 43 13.69 
3 Kay King 2:21i 1 33 - - 33 10.~1 
4 Grand Sentinel 2:27t - - 2 28 28 8.91 
5 Eleotioneer 125 9 20 2 2 22 7.00 
6 Direotor 2:1' 
" 
11 '1 10 21 6.'0 
'I Bar on Wilkes 2:18 5 13 6 '1 20 6.37 
8 Aloyone 2:27 3 19 - .. 19 6.05 
9 Hambletoni an 10 
" 
18 1 1 · 19 6.05 
10 Jay Bird 5060 3 16 - - 18 5.'13 
~otal 43 213 28 66 2'19 88.84 
Average 4.3 21.3 2.8 6.6 27.9 8.84 
i 
Table 6 inoludes the ten leading paternal great grand. 
8ires of 2:10 performers, or the ten leading sires of the 
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p.ate1"nal grandparent8 of 2: 10 perforJD9rs. It will be noti~ed 
that this list of ten horaes 1nc1udes two that have been stud-
ie4 in previous tables. These horaea are Baron Wilke. 2:18 
and Eleotioneer 125. Baron W1lkee2 ;18 ranked fourth among 
the ten leading ~ires of sires of 2:10 pe1"formers, fir.t among 
the ten leading sires of Cams of 2:10 performers, and thlrd 
among the ten leading sires of sires and of dams of 2:10 per-
formers, and in Table 6, he ranks leventh among the ten lead-
ing s1res of paternal grandparents of 2:10 performers. 
Eleotioneer 125 ranked .ixth among the ten leading sires of 
sirea of 2:10 performers and seventh among the ten leading 
airel of siree and of dams of 2:10 performers, and in Table 6, 
he ranka flfth among the ten leading siree of paternal grand-
patallts of 2;10 performers. 
This table shows the number of 80ns (oolumn 3), the 
eOll. get (oolumn'). number of daughters (oolumn 15), the 
daughters produoe (oolumn 6), the total direot offspring of 
Ions and daughters (oolumn 7', and the pel' oent of airee 
(oolumn 8) of 2:10 performers that traoe elther though' their 
lire 01' dam or tlu-ough both to the stallion listed in the 
table. Thus, George Wi1keeZ:22, the leading paternal great 
grandsire, has twelve sons wbo got fift7-two sires of ·2:10 
performers; be has four daughters wbo produoed four slres of 
r • 
2: 10 performers; and th6 sum of the two whioh is fifty-six, 
repr ••• Dt. the number 0'1 aires 0'1 2:10 performer. that trace 
direotly to George Wilkes 2:22, either through their sire or 
dam. But fifty-two airea traoe through their airla and 
only four sires traoe through their dama to George Wilkes 
2;22. or 17.83 per oent of the sires of the 2:10 performers 
traoe to George Wilkes 2:28. 
By taking the totals aDd averagea into oonsidera-
tion, it is found that these ten stallions in Table 6, are 
the grands1r,a in the male line of 213 .1res of 2:10 per-
formers and are the grandsirea in the female line of only 
atE~y-aix sire. of 2:10 performers; or 88.84 per oent of 
the sirls of 2:10 performers traoe to these ten stallions 
elther through their alre or dam. 
It is intereating to note that Hambletonian 10, 
the moat famous progenitor of trotting horses, appears in th, 
third gene~ation aa one of the leading sires, ranking ninth 
in fable 6, "Ten Leading Grandaires of Sires of 2:10 Per-
formers", he being the grandsir. of nine1 •• n Sires of 2:10 
performera; or, 6.'16 per oint of the aires of 2:10 perform-
II'. traoe in the third generation to Bamb)etonian 10 through 
eightlen alr •• of sires of performers and through one dam of 
atre. of peZ'f~rmers. 
Grand Sentinel 2 :2'1-i, who ho1dafoUl'th rank aa the 
great grandaire of 2:10 performers, bas no eons tha~ produoed 
&n;ything in this 1iat of 314 performers. It n11 be notioed 
that he haa only two dnghte:ra and the produoe of . thea. two, 
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totals twenty-eight. One of these daughters is Santos. the 
dam of Peter the Great 2:07i. Since Peter the Great 2:07t 
appeared twenty-seven times in the ancestry of these 2:10 
performers, then Grand Sentinel 2:27i was the aire of only 
one other dam that appeared in the first three generations 
of these 314 performers. 
The breeding of these ten stallions shows that 
three stallions:' Geor ge Wilkes 2: 22, Happy Medium 400, and 
Eleotioneer 126, are sons of Hambletonian 10; and six stal-
lions: Kay Xing 2:21t by Electioneer 126, Grand Sentinel 
2:27t by Sentinel 2:29t. Direotor 2:17 by Dictator 113, Baron 
Wilke. 2:18 by George Wilkea 2:22. Alo1one 2:27 by George 
Wilkes 2:22, and Jay Bird 5060 by George Wilkes 2:22, are 
grands ans of Hamblet anian 10~ 
followa: 
A grouping of theae lire8 under their fanilies 
Fami11 
Ge orge Wilkes- 4 sires 
E1eotioneer- 2 sires 
Hambletonian- 2 Sires 
8ir •• 
(George Wilkes 2:2£ 
(Baron Wilkes 2:18 (Alo1one 2:27 (Jay Bird 6060 
(Eleotioneer 125 (May Xing 2:21i 
(Hamb1etonian 10 (Grand Sentinel 2:27i 
Happy Medium- 1 sire. Happy Medium 400 
Diotator- 1 8ire Direotor 2:17 
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Thus far the promlnent families appea~ing in the 
anoestry of the 2:10 performers, are the George Wl1kea, 
Eleotloneer, and Happy Medlum. Two other families have 
ooourred in preoeding dlsoussiOns,· the Artillery and 
Woodford »ambrino. In Table 6, two new families appear, 
the Hambletonian and Diotator. The Hambletonian family is 
repre.ented by two sires, Rambl&tonian 10, the fownder of 
tba family and Grand Sentinel 2:27t. The Dictator faDdly 
haa only one alre, Director 2:17. If in thls table of ten 
leadlng grands ires of 2:10 performers George Wilkes 2;22, 
Eleotioneer 126. and Happy Medlum 400 had no direot. ott-
apr 1ng, then they would be cons Idered undel' the Rambletonian 
10 family because they are sona of Hambletanian 10, but 
ainoe each of the above three sires has sons in this list 
of ten aires they are inoluded in the families whioh they 
have founded, respeotively, the George Wilkes, Eleotioneer 
and Happy Medium and not in the Bambletonian family. 
A study of the sire8 in Table 6, that appear in 
eaoh family shows that the George Wilkea family, inoluding 
himself, is the direot progenitol' of 113 sires of 2:10 per-
for~l"; the Eleoti9neer family, including himself, is the 
progenitor of fifty-five sir.a; the Bambl.tonian famil7. 
including himself, and nQt including hia three sons who 
were family founders, is the .progenitor of torty-seven 
aire.; the HapP1 Medium fmmily. represented by only Its 
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founde~. is the progenitor of forty-three sires; and the 
Diotator family through Direotor 2:17 is the progenitor of 
twent7-one sires of 2:10 performers. 
Table 7 
l!U Lead1ng Grand.1res ~ ~ ~ !l!Q Performers 
~ fDCD 
-..4 kk 
k 'SI~ 
812:' ~ ask ~~ fD 00 fD fDfH~ ,.. 0 k ~~ CD CD DlCD ,.. ~ 0 ~~~ Allt 
CD ,q d oo,q .... 
1 a ~ od CDCIl W fHOC) ~ 0 ~., or-tGS 0 CD as ~ •• k • al t!:J A Ao~ ~C\lE-t 
1 George W11kes 2;22 14 43 1 1 "4 14.00 
2 E1eotione.1" 125 16 31 1 1 32 10.18 
3 ht.ood £:18! ., 'I 5 8 15 4.'16 
4 Baron Wi1kea2:18 4 9 5 &5 14 4.44 
15 Panooast 2.: 21-1 4 13 1 1 14 4.44 
6 R,d W11kee 1749 3 6 8 8 14 4.44 
, Onward 2: 25t 'I 10 2 2 12 3.82 
e Robel"t MoGregor 2;17i 3 3 
" 
'I 1Q 3.18 
9 Sultan 1613 2 4 4. , 6 10 3.18 
10 Lord Rus •• l1 467' 4 8 1 1 9 2.86 
Total 64 134 32 4G 174 55.30 
Avel'age 6.4 13.4 3.2 4.0 1'1.4 5.53 
~6-
Table 7, inoludes the ten leading maternal great 
grandsirea 01 2:10 perfo~mers, or the ten leading sires of 
the maternal grandparents of 2:10 performers. 
A study of the sire. in this table shows that three 
horses appear in this table that appeared in Table 6. TheBe 
are George Wilkes 2:22, Eleotioneer 126, and Baron Wilkes 
2:18. It is to be noted that George Wilkes 2:22, the lead-
ing aire of paternal grandparent. of 2:10 performers, is also 
the leading sire of maternal grandparenta of 2:10 performers. 
Eleotioneer 125 is more prominent as the Sire of maternal 
grandparents, being the graDlsire of 'Ohirtr-two dams ot 2: 10 
p.rfo~.ra, while in Table 6, he was the granda!:e of onlr 
twenty-two sires of 2:10 performers. Seven sires appear 
in Table 7. that have not appeared in any of the preoeding 
table •• 
The arrangement of this table is similar to that 
of Table 6, exoept that oolumn 8, shows the per oent of dams 
of 2:10 pe~former. traoing to the siree listed in the table. 
A study 01 the totals and average. of these ten 
sires shows that the ten Sires got aixt1~four aons, who in 
turn sired 134 progeny (dams of 2:10 performera), an average 
of 13.4 progenr for eaoh. ~he ten sires got thirty-two 
mares, who in turn produoed forty progenr (dams of 2:10 
performer.), an average of four progenr for eaoh. . The total 
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n~be3:' . ot progeny ot the sons and daughters in this table was 
174, an average ot 17.4 progeny tor eaoh sire tn the table. 
Thus, ~8. 3 pel' oent of the dams of ~nlO performers had as 
their pro$enitora the ten sires listed in Table 7. 
The breeding of these ten sires presents same new 
faota. Thus, George Wilkee 2:£2, Eleotioneer 125, are sons 
of Hambletonian 10; Baron Wilkes 2:18 by George Wllkee 2:22, 
Red Wilkee 1749 by George Wilkes 2:22, Onward 2:25i by 
~org. Wilkee 2:£2, and Lord Russell 4677 by Harold 413, are 
BraDd80nS ot Rambleton1an 10; Nut.ood 2:l8!- by Belmont 64 aDd 
Robert MoGregor 2:l7i by MaJor Edsall 2:29, art great grand-
sona of HambletonianlO; Panooast 2:21! by WOOdford Mambrino 
2: 21t Is a gr anda on 0 f JlalDbt1no Chief 11; and Sultan 151,3 b7 
the Koor 870 i8 a great-great grandson of Henry Clay 8, the 
founder of the Clay tamily of Amerioan trotters. 
Grouplng the ten sirts under families, we have the 
tollowing results: 
Famll1 
George Wllkee--tour airea 
~bdallah l5--two slres 
Eleotloneer--one aire 
Woodtord Mambr1no- one 8ire 
Barold--one slre 
Clay--one sire 
Sires 
(G.,rge Wilke8 2: 22 (Baron Wilke82:18 (Red Wilkes 1749 (Onward 2:2&1 
(Nut.ood 2:l8! (Robert 'MoGregor2:l7i 
lUeotioJ1eer 125 
Panooast 2 :21! 
Lord Russell 4677 
SUltan 1513 
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Table 7 shows that the George Wilkes family is 
the progenitor of 84 dams of 2:10 performers; the Eleotioneer 
family of thirty-two dams; the Abd~llah 15 family of twenty-
five dams; the Woodford Mambrino family of fourteen dams; the 
Clay family of ten da~s; and the Harold family of nine dams. 
Sinoe George Wilkes 2:22, Eleotioneer .125, Abdallah 15, and 
Harold 413 are sons of lI8.mbletonian la, then the lIsmblatimian 
10 family is the progenitor of 150 dans of 2:10 performers; 
the Uambrinofamily of fourteen dams, and the Clay family 
of ten dams. These data show that a1though the Mambrino 
and Clay families appear as the leading progenitors of dams 
of 2:10 performers, the Bambletonisb is by far the most pro-
minent, being the progenitor of 47.78 per oent of the dams 
of 2:10 performers as compared with 4.47 and 3.18 per cent 
re8patively, for the Mambrino and Clay families. 
Table 8 
Ten Leading Grandeiree of Sires and Dams of 2:10 Performers 
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Table 8 inoludes the ten leading paternal and 
maternal great grams ires of 2: 10 performers, or the ten 
leading grands ires of the paternal and maternal grand-
parents of 2:10 performers. 
A study of the Sires listed in this table shows 
that George Wilkes 2:22, Eleotioneer 126, and Baron Wilkea 
2:18, appear in all three tablea- Tables 6,7, and 8 as the 
leading 8ires of the third generation. Happy Medium '00, 
May Xing 2:211, Grand Sentinel 2:27t, Direotor 2:17, and 
Jay Bird 6060, appear in Table 6, "Ten Leading Paternal 
Great Grandsires of 2:10 ~erformers," and also in the 
foregOing table. Nutwood 2:181 and Red Wilkes 1749 appear 
in Table 7- "Ten Leading Maternal Great ,Grandsires of 2:10 
Performer.," and in the foregoing table. George Wilkes 
2:22 is the leading sire in the third generation, heading 
the lilt in eaoh of Tables 6,7, and 8. Eleotioneer 125, 
although ranking fifth in Table 6, ranks seoond in Table8 
7 and 8. 
A study of Table 8 abo •• that one sire, May King 
2:2li hal one son and no d~ughter8 both in the paternal 
and maternal line of breeding of the 314 performers here 
studied. This one son is Bingen 2:06t. On the other 
hand, Grand Sentinel 2:2'1-: has in reality only one daugh-
ter and no·aons in the pate!nal and maternal lines. This 
one daughter is Santo., the dam of Peter the Great 2:07-:. 
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It w111 be notloed that ln Table B, George Wilkes 
2:22 has twelve Bons (oolumn 3) whioh are the paternal grand-
811' •• o~ 2:10 per~Ol'mar8 here studled. ~ea. twelve sons 
aired fifty-two ott.pring (oolumn 4) whloh are a1rea ot 8:10 
performers. Geor,. Wllke. haa ~our daughters (oolumn 5) 
whioh are paternal granddams ot the 2 :10 performers. These 
tour daughters produoed tour o~fsprlng (oolumn 6) whioh are 
11rel of the 2:10 performers. The total number offspr ing 
of the above .ons and daughters (paternal srandairea and 
grand4ams) ls f1fty-six (oolumn 7l. 
George Wilkee haa fourte.n aons -hi oh are the 
maternal grandail'ea o~ the 2:10 pel'~Ol'mers. Theae ~ourteen 
Ions lired forty-three 0 ffspr ing (oolumn 9) whioh ar8 dams 
of 2:10 performers. George Wilke. haa one danghter (oolumn 
~O) whiCh 18 a ~tefnal granddam of the 2:10 performefa~ 
Thi. daughter produoed one o~fspring (oolumn 11) whloh o~f-
sprlng 1& a dam of a 2:10 performer. The total number off-
sprlng .of the sons and daughte~8 (maternal grandslrea and 
granddame} is fortr-foUl' (oolu.mn 12). The total nUlllbel' 
o~~8pring (alr •• and dams O~ 2:10 performers' of aona and 
daughters, both on the paternal and maternal line, 1s 100 
(oolumn 13). The peroentage of off.pring (slre. ~nd dams 
of 2:10 performers) of the sona and daught.~a, whioh are 
the paternal and maternal grandaire. ~d granddams of the 
2:10 performer., traoing to George Wilke. is l5~92 pel' oent. 
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Tbtt8. forty sons (paternal grandsirea of 2:10 per-
formerl) of the ten stallions listed in Table 8, sired 182 
offspring CeireB of 2:10 performers). an average of 18.2 
offspring for each. Thirty-eight daughters (paternal 
granddama of 2:10 performers) produced eighty-six offspring 
fSiree of 2:10 performers) an average of 8.6 for eaoh s1re 
listed in the table whioh is less than one-half the average 
produoed by the sons. The forty foregoing sone and the 
eighty-six foregOing daughters produoed 268 offspring (sires 
of 2:10 performer.), an average of 26.8 offspring for eaoh 
s ire listed in Table 8. 
lifty-three sons (maternal grandsires of 2:10 
performers) Sired 112 offspring (dams of 2:10 performers), an 
average of 11.2 offspring for each sire listed in Table 8. 
Tw.nty-seven daughters (maternal granddams of 2:10 perfor~.rs) 
produoed thirty-one offspring (dams of 2:10 performers). an 
average of 2.Voffspring for eaoh sire listed in Table 8, whioh 
is 1esl than one-fourth of the average sired by the sons. The 
total nunber of off.pring (dams of 2:10 performers' produoed 
by the f1fty-th%ee foregoing eons and the twenty-seven fore-
going daughters was 143, an average of 14.3 ottepring for 
eaoh of the sir.s listed in Table 8. This average for the 
sir •• made by their sons and dattghters (maternal grandsire. 
and granddame of 2:10 performer.) is a fraotion more than 
one-half of the average made by their sons and daughters 
whioh •• re paternal grandsir •• and granddams of 2:10 per-
formers. 
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The total nW$ber of offsprlng (air •• and dams of 
2:10 performera' produoed b7 the sons and daughtera (paternal 
and maternal grandslre. and granddams of 2:10 performere' of 
thea. ten sirea waa '11, an average of 41.1 offsprlng for 
eaoh slre. It was found that 65.36 per oent of the slrea 
and dams of 2:10 performers traoed In the thlrd generatlon 
to the ten slre8 lS8ted in Table 8. 
The breeding of these ten leading paternal and 
maternal great grandslrea of 2:10 performers shows that 
, , 
George Wilkes 2:22, Eleotioneer 125, and BapPoY MedIum 400, 
are sons of Hamb1etbnian 10; Ma7 Xing 2:21t b7Eleotioneer 
125, Baron Wilke. 2:18 by George Wilkes 2:22, Grand SentI-
nel 2:2'i by SentInel 2:29, Direotor 2:1'7 b7 Diotator 113, 
Red Wilk •• 1'1'9 b7 Geol'ge WIlkes 2:22; Ja7, BIrd 5060 b;y 
George WI1~e., 2:22, al'e grandsons of Rambletonian 10; and 
lU~wood 2;18! by Belmont 64 lsa great grandson of 
Hambl.t onlah 10. Three aire. are direot sons, atE are 
gl'alldaons. and one i. a 'great grandson. 
follow.: 
When grouped into famIlies, the slres appear as 
)lamill 
George Wllkel-- 4 alrea 
Electioneer- 2 Sires 
llapP7 1I.Alum- 1 sire 
Abdallah 16·'1 sire 
Dictator- 1 aire 
Bambl.tonlan- 1 ,s ire 
Sirea 
(George Wllke. 2:22 (Baron Wilkes 2:18 ' ((Red Wllke.l'l49 (Jay Bll'd ' ~060 
(Eleotion •• r 126 
(JIa,y XiIlS 2;21i 
(Bapp;y Kedlum '00 
Clfutwood 2:18! 
(Direotor 2:17 
(Grand Sentlnel 2;2~i 
B,y a~tanging the familles aooording to the numbe~ 
of sirea and dams of 2:10 performers that trace to them, it 
is found that 185 sires and dams of 2:10 performers trace to 
the George Wilkeafamily; ninty-two to the Eleotioneer fa~ly~ 
forty-seven traoe to the Happy Medium family. thirty trace to 
eaoh of the Rambletanian and Abdallah 16 families; and twenty-
aeTen t~aoe to the Diotator family. Here again George Wilkes, 
Eleotioneer. and Happy Medium. the leading families which are 
the proganlto~8 of the 2:10 performers. rank in the order 
named. 
These data relattTe to the leading airee in the 
anaestry of the 2:10 performers studied in this theSiS, in-
dioate that extreme sieed 1aa been transmltted, in numbera 
lutfioient17 large to war~ant reoognition, mostly through 
three families, namely, the Qeorge Wilke8, the Electioneer. 
and the Happy MediUm, ranking in the order namel. The 
direct aires of the Sire of each family that possessed the 
ability to "breed on" extreme speed were: Baron Wilkea2:1S. 
William L. 4244, and Jay Bird 5060 of the Geor •• Wilkes 
faa11y. May Xing 2:21* of the Eleotioneer family. aDd Pilot 
J4edium 1~9'1 ot the Happy Med~um family. The foregoing 
8ires had as their sons Koko ~4'~'t Axtell 2:12, Jay MCGregor 
2:o'i. Bingen 2:oai, and Peter the Great 2:07i. all »rominent 
&s alre. and grandsiree of 2:10 performera. 
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A Composite Pedigr.ee ~ Performers 
A pedigree is defined as the record of the lineage 
or ancestry of an individual. Different forms of pedigrees, 
8Ome, because they are more economical of space. and 8ome, 
b.cause they give a long line of descent on one side, have 
been used, but no other form is comparable with that shown 
in Figure 1, because it shows every line of de.cent. Figure 
1, is a form for only one individual's pedigree. Jiow, if 
on a similar form, the pedigrees of the 314 performers 
could be shown, valuable informatio~ abo~t their breeding 
would" be gained, because a comparative study of the pedi-
grees could be made. J,. composite pedigree including tbr.e 
generations of ancestors of the 314 performers, wherein 
Only the totals of the horses appearing are used, would 
appear as follows: 
l'igure 2 
(314 aires 
(314 sires ( 
~ 314 ( (314 dams sires ( 
( 
f314 
(314 sires 
( dams ( 
( (314 dams 
314 Performer. ( (314 aires ( 
( ( 
( (314 sires (314 dams 
( 314 dam. ( ( ( (314 sirea (314 dams ( 
(314 dams 
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It will be seen from the foregoing oomposite pedi-
gree that the 314 performers had for their parents 628 horses 
(sires and dams of the 314. 2:10 performers), for their grand-
parents 1256 horses (sires and dams of the 628 parents), and 
far their great grandparents 2512 horses (sires and dams of 
the 1256 g~andparenta). On making a study of the airea and 
dams of the first generation, the sires and dams of the second 
generation and the sires of the third generation. it was 
found that some sires and dams appeared more than once, that 
is, some sires and dams had two or more progeny each. It 
was found that by using the actual numbers of different in-
dividuals in the foregoing generations, a composite pedigree 
of these 314 performers appeared as follOWS: 
(Figure 3) 
Composite Pedigreo ~ ~.~ 
Performers, Showing the Numbers 
of Different Individuals Appearing 
- 1 
in each Generation. 
(are by 184 a 11"ea (are by 284 aires ( ( 
( ( 
C ( 
314 performera { and ( and ( ( 
( ( 
( 2 ( 3 (out of 299 dams (out of 442 dams 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( are by 
( 417 ( siros 
C ( 
~-~~-.--~~--------~-------~-----------~-----------~-----~--~----1.The dams of the third generation Which are the great granddams 
of the 2:10 performers are not inoluded in this table. 
2. F 1 TO dams wer e unknown. 
3.Sixteen dams .ere unknown. 
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Figure 3, shows the actual number of different 
horaes (stallions and mares) that appeared in the pedigrees 
of the first three generations of the 314 performers here 
studied. Thus, according to Table 9, there are 314 sires 
and 314 dams which include the parents of these 314 perfor-
mers. A study of the sires shows that these 314 performers 
were sired by 184 different sires,- some sires having sired 
more than one 2:10 performer. Upon studying the dams it 
was found that the 314 performers were produced by 299 dams,-
some dams produced two or more 2:10 performers. From this 
disoussion, it is seen that the 314 performers had as their 
parents (sires and dams of the first generation) 184 differ-
ent sires and 299 different dams. 
The second generation includes the paternal and 
maternal grandparents of 2:10 performers. Aocording to 
Figure 2, there are 628 paternal grandparents and 628 
maternal grandparents. No distinot ' line was drawn between 
the two grandparents- they were studied together. It was 
found that the 628 parents (sires and dams) of 2:10 per-
formers .ere sired by 284 different sires and produced by 
442 different dams. This shows that although there .ere 
628 matings, only 284 sires were mated with 442 dams in 
the pr04uotion of the 184 sires and 299 dams whioh are the 
sires and dams of 2:10 performers. 
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The third g~neration inoludes the paternal and 
maternal great grandparents of 2:10 performers. Aooording 
to Figure 2, there are 1256 paternal great grandparents and 
1256 maternal great grandparents. The great granddams were 
not studied. By oonsidering the paternal and maternal great 
grandsires together, it was found that the 284 grandsirea 
and 442 granddams of the 2:10 performers were sired by 417 
stallions, the great grands ires of the performers. Summar-
izing the foregoing disous.ioDS it is found that 417 sires 
produoed the 284 grandsires and 442 granddams of 2:10 per-
former.; the 284 grandsires mated with 442 granddams pro-
duoed the 184 sires and 299 dams whioh are the direot 
parents of the 2:10 performers here studied. 
As shown in Table 1. there were forty-four stal-
lions that sired two or more progeny. These forty-four 
sires got a total number of 174. 2:10 performers whioh is 
more than one-half of the 2:10 performers here studied. By 
oonsidering only the sires of these forty-four stallions 
and then the sires of their aires whioh are the fttop· male 
line gre.t ' srandsires, it was found that these forty-four 
aires were gotten by thirty-one stallions (grandsires of 
2:10 performers) and that these 31 grandsires were gotten 
by eighteen stallions (great grandsires of 2:10 performers). 
Of these eighteen great grandsir.es, four are sons of 
Hambletoni8l1 10, ten are grandsons, two are great grands ons t 
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one is Hambletonian, himself and one is a son of Mambrino 
Chief. Thus, these 174 performers have Hamb1etonian 10 
seventeen times as their male line progenitor and Mambrino 
Ohief only onoe. In the 'above data it must be remem-
bered that the dams of the sires and the dams of the Sires 
of sires of 2:10 performers were not considered. Summar-
izing the foregoing paragraph, it is found that: 
174 performers are by 44 sires- the 44 sires are 
by 31 grands ires- and the 31 grandsires are by 18 great 
grandsires of 2:10 performers. Thus, 174 performers traoe 
to eighteen great grandsires through their top sire. 
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The Leading Sires Appearing in the Pedigrees ~ !At 
!.:.!Q. ferformers 
It will be remembered that in all cases, where 
it was possible, the pedigree of each 2:10 performers was 
traced as shown in Figure 1, that is, each pedigree in-
oluded five generations of ancestors for eaoh 2:10 per-
former. 
In Tables 1 to 8, inolusive. a stud~ was made 
of the sires appearing in the first thr~e generations of 
the anoestors of the 2:10 performers here studied. That 
the first three generations of sires are the more 1mpor-
tant is self evident. The~ are the near ancestors of 
the 2:10 performers, and as such. exerted a more d1rect 
influence on the produotion of speed. It seems evident, 
however. that the sires of the fourth and fifth genera-
tions deserve muoh oredit for this apeed. These remote 
sires. although not in themselves performers. possessed 
, 
inherent speed qualities which were developed and intenst-
:1',1ed in their sons, grandsons and great grandsons and 
whioh .ere u1timate1~ transmitted to the 2:10 perform,rs 
here studied. With this in mind, a table showing the 
leading sires. that appeared most frequently in the pedi-
grees of the 2:10 performers, was prepared. 
fable 9 
The Leading Sires Appearing in the Pedigrees of 2 :10 Performers - Generation and Line of 
- ~oestry Ipati'rn81 or Maternm-in WhIoh ~hey APpear· - - -
second !hird lourth 
.. m1l~iation Gen~ rat~ ' on Gen rat on eneration 
'a1 
. ~ ~ 
Sire i 'it ~ 'Q1 'a1 ~ ~ Gf i 'aI ........ $:I $:I ~ e ~ ~ S S k ·· k Cit k k ~ k .... k k Qt ~'aI ~~ k k CD • G) CD CD CD as CD CD 4D CD .. .p . ~ .p ~ .p .p ~ .p .p ~ .p .p 'tO~ i~ .p.p as 0 :I 0 ~ 0 ~ . 0 &!~ Pot ~ E-t P4 E1 ~ E1 P4 E-t PtE-t 
Hsmbletonian 10 
- -
... 19 5 24 169 143 302 387 330 717 649 478 1027 
Kambrino Chief 11 - - - - - - 21 13 M 165 166 321 1'16 179 355 
Pilot Jr. 12 
- - - - - -
31 11 42 34 43 77 65 54 119 . 
George Wilkes 2:22 
- - -
56 44 100 135 114 2&9 124 SO 204 31.5 238 553 
Electioneer 125 10 2 12 22 32 M 62 32 94 16 11 27 110 '1'1 18'1 
-
Kamhrino Patchen 68 
- - -
2 6 8 53 4'1 100 11'1 95 212 1'12 148 320 
~ - - - - - - - - -- ---- - - -- -- -- -
-
- - -
I 
~ 
.... 
I 
The aix aires in Table 9, .ere chosen irrespective 
of the generation in whioh they appeared, and on the basis 
of the number of times whioh they appeared in the pedigrees 
of the 314 performers here studied. It w111 be notioed 
that eaoh sire appeared more than 100 times. There were 
a few sires that appeared fifty or more times, but less 
than 100. However there were not enough of them to be 
oonsidered. It will be further noticed that only one Sire, 
Electioneer 125, appeared in the seoond generation of the 
pedigrees of the 2:10 performers. This is no doubt due 
to the faot that he is the l"o11ll8est. Two sires lIambrino 
Ohief 11 and Pilot Jr. 12 did not appear in the third 
generation. Be70nd the third . generation all sires appear. 
A study of the six sires shows that three sires,-
Bambletonian 10, Mambrino Chief 11 and Pi1Qt Jr. 12 repre-
sent families bearing their names. The three other aires, 
George Wilkes 2:22, Electioneer 125 and lambrino Patohen 58 
are sons of Bamb1etonian 10 and Mambrino Chief 11. George 
W11kes 2:22 aDd Eleotioneer 125 are sons of.Bamb1etonlan 10 
and Mambrino Patohen is a son of Mambrino Patohen 68. Pilot 
Jr. 12 had no Bon Buffioient17 prominent to enter this list 
of six leading sires. Bo doubt, fifty years henoe some of 
the aires that are prominent in the near ancestors of these 
8:10 performers will hold the same position a. the six sires 
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discussed here. The only factor whioh seems to prevent 
their prominenoe is age, and on this account their progeny 
has not had a chance to prove itself. 
It will be notioed from this table that Ramble-
tonian 10 appears 102'1 times in the pedigrees of the 2;10 
performers here studied, or the 81. performers trace 102'1 
times to Hambletonian 10. The 314 performers, however, 
traced 366 t~es to Kambrino Chief 11, a half brother ot 
Hambletonlan 10, and the founder of the Mambrlno family. 
Thus, Hambletonlan 10 made ne&l'ly three times as many 
appearances in the pedigrees of 2:10 performers as dld 
Kambrlno Ohlef 11, his half brother. ~ese 314 perform-
ers trace 119 times to Pilot Jr. 12, who, although not the 
founder of the Pilot family, is the stallion through which 
the Pl10t tamily recelved lts fame. Pllot Jr.'s,tnfluenoe 
comes moetlY through females, he being the sire of two of 
the most nateworth7 mares in trotting hlstory. The two 
mares, Miss Russell and MIdnlght, appear frequently in the 
pedigrees ot the 8:10"p&rtormers. 
But these 314 performers trace 663 times to 
George Wilkes 8:22 and 18'1 times to Eleotioneer 125, sons 
of Bambletonian 10, and 320 tlmes to Kambrino Patchen 18, 
a son of Kambrlno Ohief 11. Acoording to these data, the 
314 performer. trace to Hamb1etonian '140 tlmes throughhls 
eons George Wilkes 2:22 and Eleotloneer 126 and they trace 
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to Kambrino Chief 11, 320 times through his son Mambrino 
Patchen 68. However, George Wilkes 2:22 appears 204, and 
Electioneer 126 appears twenty-seven times in the fifth 
generation .~lch appearanoe is not included in the number 
of times Hamb1etonian 10 appears, because only the first 
five generations were considered, and where ever George 
Wilkes 2:22 and Eleotioneer 126, or any other sons or 
da~hters ot Hambletonian 10 appear in the fifth genera-
tion. the aixth generation would have to be taken into 
oonsideration in order to get the actual number of times 
the 314 performers traoe to Ramb1etonian 10. ~esame 
applies to Mambrino Chief 11. His son, Kambr1no Patohen 
fiSt appears 812 times in the fifth generation and this 
number is not included in the number of times the 314 
performers traoe to Mambrino Ohief 11. as the sixth generation 
would have to be taken into oonsideration in obtaining the 
number of times the performers trace to Kambrino Chief pro-
vided he has no other sons or daughters in the fifth genera-
tion. 
This is, however, known:- George Wilkes 2:22 appears 
100 times in the third generation and 249 times in the fourth. 
Bamb1etonian 10, being his sire. appears 100 times in the fourth 
generation aa the sire of George Wilkes 2:·22, and 249 times in 
the fifth generation. But George Wilkes 2:22 appears 204 times 
l~.the fifth generation, oonsequently Hamb1eton1an 10 appears 
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an additional 204 times in the sixth generation. From the 
table it will be noticed that Hambletonian 10 makes his 
appearance 349 times through George Wilkes 2:22 in the five 
generations of the pedigrees of the 2:10 performers and an 
additional 204 times were the sixth generation considered. 
The same may be said of Electioneer 125. 
Electioneer 125 appears 187 times in the pedigrees of the 
2:10 performers, twenty-seven of these 187 appearances 
being in the fifth generation. Then the 314 performers 
trace 160 times through Electioneer 126 to Hambletonian 10 
within the first five generations, and an additional twehty-
seven times were the 8ixth generation considered. 
By conside~ing George Wilkes 2:22 and Electioneer 
125 together, it is found that the 314 performers trace, 
within the first five generations, 509 times to Hamb1etonian 
10 through them. This shows that practically one-half the 
blood coming from Hambletonian 10, in the first five genera-
tions, comes through his two sons, George Wilkes 2:22 and 
Eleotioneer 125. These 314 performers trace 518 times 
(1027 minus 508) to Hambletonian 10 through sons and dangh-
ters other than the two prominent sons, George Wilkes 2:22 
and Electioneer 125. George Wilkes 2:22 and E1eotioneer 
126 appear 231 times in the fifth generation, which 231 
times ia not included in the 1027 times that Hambletonian 
10 appears in the five generations. Thus, Hambletonian 10 
-'16 .. 
appears 1268 times C1027 plus 231) in the pedigrees of the 
2:10 performers of which appearances 140 came through his 
two aons George Wi1kee and Electioneer. It is true that 
there are a few other sons besides George Wi1kee and 
Electioneer appearing in the fifth generation, but they are 
not many. In most instances Hambletonian 10 appears with-
in the first six generations of the present day trotters. 
The foregoing discussion also applies to Mambrino 
Ohief 11 and Mambrino Patchen 58. Uambrino Patchen 58 
appears eight times in the third generation of the perform-
ers and in the fourth generation he appears 100 times. 
Accordingly Mambrino Ohief 11 appears eight times in the 
fourth generation and 100 times in the fifth generation ae 
the aire of IBmbrino Patchen 58. Thus the 314 performers 
traoe 108 times to Mambrino Ohief 11 through his son MBmbrino 
Patohen 158. The 314 performers trace 356 times to Mambrino 
Ohief 11 and 108 Of these 355 appearances are through Kambrino 
Patchen 58, then 314 performers traoe 247 times (366 minus 
108) to Kambrino Chief 11 through sons and daughters other 
than Kambrino Patchen 58. Mambrino Patchen 58 appears 212 
times in the fifth generation Which appearance is not includ-
ed in the 366 appearances of Mambrino Chief 11 a8 only the 
first five generations are considered. Including the sixth 
generation Mambrino Chief 11 appears 6t., times (365 plus 212) 
in the pedigrees of the performers not count'1ng sons and 
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daughters appearing in the fifth generation other than 
Mambrino Patchen 58. 
These data show that the 2:10 performers here 
studied trace to Hambletonian 10, 1027 times within the 
first five generations. but through George Wilkes 2:22 
and Electioneer 125 the performers trace an additional 231 
times to Hambletonian 10 in the sixth generation. This 
makes 1258 times that the 314 performers traoing to Hamble-
tonian 10. 
These 2:10 performers trace to Mambrino Chief 11 
356 times through all sons and daughters within the first 
five generations, but trace 108 times to Mambrino Chief 11 
through his son Kambrino Patchen 68, and were the sixth 
generation oonsidered. these 2:10 performers would trace 
an additional 212 times to Mambrino Chief 11 through his 
son Mambrino Patohen 68, which would make a total of 667 
times that the performers trace to Mambrino Chief 11. not 
oounting other sons and daughters that appeared in the sixth 
generation. 
These 314 performers trace to Pilot Jr. 12, 119 
times. 
Besides tracing to the above named stallions, 
these 2:10 performers trace to horses of the Clay. the Hal, 
and the Morgan families. There are some that trace direct 
to Messenger, same to Thoroughbred blood, some to saddle 
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horse blood and some to bloodlines which are unknown. 
It is evident ~rom these data that there were onl7 
six sires prominent enough to appear 100 or more times among 
the remote ancestors o~ the 2:10 per~ormers, and these six 
sires, although not altogether the foundation of extreme speed 
in the American trotting horse, did possess the greatest in-
fluence in producing extreme speed. 
-'19-
lIVE GREAT SIRES AND ~ACTS CONCERNING THEM 
There have been five sires whose influenoe waa 
manifested as outstanding in the produotion of 2:10 trotters. 
Let it be understood that not all of these stallions were 
direct sires of 2:10 per~rmers, but their prominenoe in the 
anoestry of these performers deserves further oonsideration. 
!he greatness of these sires would permit of a lengthJ dis-
cussion; but no attempt will be made to give details, only 
outstanding facts ooncerning eaoh will be mentioned. 
Peter the Great 2;0'11 
Peter the Great 2:0'!, the leading sire of 2:10 
trotters here studied, bre~ by D. D. Streeter of Kalamazoo, 
Ilohigan, was foaled in 1896. His sire was Pilot Medium 
159'1, Michigan'S foremost speed progenitor. and his dam waa 
Santos, the daughter of Grand Sentinel 2;2'!, who, in her 
and another distinguished daughter-•. Sorr;anto, reoeives oredit 
for having begotten the two greatest 'rotting brood mare8 of 
the present day. lor extended pedigree of Peter the Great 
2;07t refer to Figure 4. 
As a three-year-old Peter the Great made a record 
of 2:l2i. Immediatel1 after making this record he was bought 
'1 J. Malcolm Forbes for the sum of $20,000.00. As a four-
year-old on the Grand Oircuii at New York, he trotted a mil. 
io a record of 2;0'1i, which he neTer had a chanoe to lower, 
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be'ause he was placed in stud service on Forbes' farm, Boston. 
The soope of his stud career at Forbes' farm was limited as 
the best trotting mares were bred to Bingen 2:06i. As a 
nine-year-old he was sold to W. E. D. Stokes of New York 
City, who sent him to the Patchen Wilkes' farm of Lexington, 
Kentucky, at which time he had only one performer in the list. 
Heret.here he still remains, he was placed in aotive stud 
aervice and bred to the best of mares. 
Up to the present time, Peter the Great is the aire 
of 231 standard performers. He has siret twenty-six stal-
lions, whose get numbers 106 standard performers, and eighteen 
dams, whose produce numbers twenty-two standard performers. 
He has sired forty 2:10 performers of which thirty-five are 
2:10 trotters, which is five more than the combined 2:10 
trotting get of the next two raaking aires. Twenty-six of 
the.e trotters entered the 2:10 list during the years 1911 
to 1916 inclusive. Eight entered the 2:10 list during the 
season 1915, which is four more than the number oredited to 
any other one aire during one season. He is the Sire of 
seventeen 2:10 stallions, whiah is more than the total 2:10 
trotters ot all sexes ,otten by any other sire. 
Peter the Great has been one of the leading sires 
of performers during the last six years. As the aire of 
new standard performers by years, he ranks second in 1910, 
with twenty-two; second in 1911, with eighteen; seoond in 
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'1912, with twenty-one; seoond in 1913, with twenty-one first 
in 1914, with forty-six; and first in 1915, with sixty. 
Peter the Great has headed the list of winning sires 
for the last six years. He has sired the winners ot over 600 
publio raoes which' raoes were worth nearly $450,000.00. In 
1914, his get won $128,000.00. He has sired the winner of 
the largest amount of money ever won by a harness race horse 
in regular events in a single season. Peter Soott ~:05t was 
the winner of $50,535.00 during the campaign of 1915. He 
has also sired the three-year-old winning the most money in 
history. Peter Vol0, in 1914, won $35,500.00. 
Peter the Great is not only a sire of winning horses, 
but he is also a sire of sires. Some of his sons are now in 
active stud servioe, and the serviae tee of eaoh follows: 
Peter Vol0 2:02, $200.00; Peter O'Donna, 2:08, and Robert o. 
2:091, $100.00; and Peter III 2:181, $25.00. 
At twenty-one years of age Peter the Great was sold 
by W. E. D. Stookes to S. J. Fletoher, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
for the sum of t50,OOO.00. ~his is the highest prioe ever 
paid for a horse of this age, and only tour other horses have 
sold for prioes exoeeding this. He is ~ow in the stud at 
Patohen Wilkes' farm, and is being stood for a service fee of 
.'00.00. lorty mares have been guaranteed to him this season. 
Bingen 2:061 
Bingen 8:06t, the leading grandsire of 2:10 trotters 
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here studied, bred by A. Smith McOann of Lexington, Xentucky. 
was foaled in 1893, the property of David Bennett, LeXington, 
Kentuoky. His sire was May Xing 2.21+, the son of Electioneer 
125, and his dam was Young Kiss, a daughter of Young Jim 2009, 
by George Wilkes 2:22. A more extended pedigree of Bingen is 
given in ligure 5. 
Bingen 2:06i is the greatest sire of the Eleotioneer 
family, and 1s the only son of May Xing 2:21+ who possessed 
the ability to "breed on". As a two-year-old, Bingen was sold 
by David Bennett to B. H. Greeley of Ellsworth, Maine, for the 
sum ot .1500.00. In 1895 he trotted a mile to a reoord ot 
8.12+, and as a result of this reoord was bought by J. Ma100lm 
lorbes for the sum of .8,000. In 1898 at Louisville, Kentucky, 
Bingen mad, a reoord ot 2:061. The following year, 1899, at . 
Glenn lalls, New York, he lowered this reoord to 2;06t. After 
this date he was retired from the race track, and plaoed in 
stud service at Forbes' farm, Boston, Massachusetts. Here he 
remained until his death in 1913. 
In 1901, Bingen 2:06t bad two standard performers in 
the 1ist- Admiral Dewey. and Bingen Junior. At present he has 
204 standard performers in the list. He has sired forty-two 
stallions whose get totals 617 standard performers, and thirty-
six dams whose produoe totals fifty-eight. Although the total 
number of standard performers is less than that of Peter the 
Great, his influence through his sons has been more than twioe 
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as great. Some of the leading sons of Bingen 2:06i are Todd 
2:14!. Bingen 34707, Admiral Dewey 2:041. and Albing.n 2:18. 
Todd 2:141, and Bingara 34707 rank among the ten leading sires 
of 2:10 trotters here studied. 
As the leading sire of new standard performers for 
the last six years, Bingen ranks first in 1910, with twent7-
nine;·fifth in 1911, with sixteen; sixth in 1912, with thir-
teen; sixth in 1913, with fourteen; second in 1914, with 
twenty-six; and third in 1915, with twenty-seven. 
It will be noticed from the foregoing data that 
Bingen 2:06i was not as prolifio a Sire of standard perform-
ers as was Peter the Great 2:07i. It must be remembered, 
howeve~, that Bingen'S get together with his sons'get, prove 
him greate~ as a progenitor of standard performers than Peter 
the Great, who was his Junior-by two years. 
As waa shown in .Tab1e. 3, 4, and 6, Bingen 2:061 
waa the grandsire of thirty-eight 2:10.trotters--thirty-three 
traoing through twelve of his sons, and five through five of 
his daughters. Although Peter the Great was the direct sire 
of twent7-six 1:10 performers, Bingen 2:061 wasdlrect1y 
responsible through his sons and daughters for thIrt7-eight 
2:10 performers. He is also a dIrect sire of three 2:10 
performers here studied. 
It may be said that Bingen's saceessea 8S 8 sire 
are due to the fact that )le was given a better chenoein the 
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stud than peter the Great 2:0'1-i, that is, up to 1905 •. Since 
then Peter the Great's opportunities in the stud have been 
equally as good as those of Bingen 2:06';'; but as yet his 
offspring have not arrived at the age to demonstrate their 
sire's ability as a progenitor of trotters. 
George Wilkes 2:22 
George Wilkes 2:22, the leading great grandsire of 
2:10 performers here stUdied, bred by Colonel Felter of 
Newberg, Bew york, was foaled in 1856. His sire was Hamble-
tonian 10, and his dam was Dolly Spanker, whose pedigree Is 
given as untraced. The dam dled in givlng birth to George 
Wllkes, and, as an orphan colt. he was reared on eow's milk. 
His pedigree, as tar as is known, is given in ~igure 6. 
George Wilkes 2:22 W88 the first young stallion 
to enter the 2:30 list. In 1862 he trotted to a record of 
2:241- Later', he became the world' s champion trotting stal.-
lion by trotting in 2:22, at providence. R.I. in 1862. ae 
remained upon the turf until 1812. his last vlctory belng 
won at the age of sixteen. In 1813 he W88 taken by W. L. 
Simmons to Lexlngton, Kentuoky, where he remained until his 
death, in 1882. 
George Wilkes' fame did not rest upon his turf 
pe~formanees • It was as a sire of great trotters that his 
prominenoe was manifested. 
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He has sired eighty-three standard performers. He has sired 
103 stallions, whose performing get total 3204 (2116, trotters, 
and 1088 pacers), 110 dams, whose performing produce totals 209 
(160 trotters, and 69 pacers). 
AS a progenitor of performing desoendants he is one 
of the foremost sires of American trotting history, for those 
horses carrying his blood far exceed in number that ~f any other 
sire, excepting Hambletonian 10. In the pedigrees of the 2:10 
performers studied here, he appeared no less than 553 times. 
Although George Wilkes does not appear in the near anoestry of 
the 2:10 trotters here studied, his appearance in their remote 
ancest%7 1s outstanding. Thus, he appears 100 times in the 
third generation in the pedigrees of the 2:10 trotters; 24~ 
times in the fourth generation, and 204 in the fifth gene~a-
tiona As shown in !reble 8, which includes ten leading grand-
sires of sires and of dams of 2:10 performers, 15.92 per cent 
of the sires and dams have George Wilkes 2:22 as their pro-
genitor. 
Electioneer 125 
ElectIoneer 125, bred by Charles Backman, stonyford, 
orange county, New York, was foeJ.ed in 1868. He was sired by 
Hambletonian 10, and was out of Green Mountain Maid bY" Harry 
Clay 45. His seoo nd dam was Shanghai Mary, whose breeding is 
unknown. Election •• r's breeding on his sir.'s side is the 
S8me as that Of George Wilkes; while -on his dam's side he 
Unknown 
(Figure'~ 
traces to Henry Clay 8. 
Figure 7. 
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A more extended pediaree is given in 
Electioneer 125 was bought by Leland stanford of 
California for the sum of $12,500.00 which, at that time, was 
thought to be an excessive price. He was taken to Palo Alto 
where he died in 1890. 
While in the hands of Mr. Backman he was not given 
a fair chance in the stud. Leland Stanford was a believer 
in a close thoroughbred cross, and on account of this, 
Electioneer 125 was bred mostly to. half breed and thoroughbred 
mares. Nevertheless, his success in the stud in California 
was astounding. He has sired 160 standard performers in the 
list (158 trotters, and 2 pacers). He has Sired 104 stal-
lions (one more than is credited to George Wilkes) whose per-
forming get totaled 1878 (1465 trotters and 413 pscers), and 
116 damB, whose performing produce total 186 (159 trotters, 
and 27 pacers). It will be noticed from these data that 
Electioneer 125 was the sire of more sires and dams of stan-
dard performers than was George Wilkes, but their perform-
ing offspring were considerably less in number. ~his , was 
probably due to the fact that the sons and daughters of 
George Wilkes 2:22 were given a better opportunIty than that 
of Electioneer 125- a better class of American trotters being 
available in the East than in the west. 
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It is to be noted that Eleot1oneer 125 1s the only 
prom1nent son of Hambletonian 10 appearing 1n the seoond 
generation of the 2:10 trotters here studied. He is the 
grandsire of twelve 2:10 trotters. His appearanoe in the 
other generations of the 2:10 trotters here studied is never-
theless noteworthy. These 2:10 trotters traoe 187 times to 
Hambletonian 10 through Eleotioneer 125. 
Hamb1etonian 10 
Hambletonian 10, the greatest progenitor of 
Amerioan trotters. bred by Jonas Seely. Sugar loaf, Orange 
Oounty, New York. was foaled in 1849. His sire was Abdallah. 
and his dam was the Ohar1es Kent Mare a daughter of Imported 
Bellfounder. A study of his pedigree. as shown in Figure 8, 
·shows that he has four orosses of Imported Messenger in his 
anoestry. 
In 1849. Hamb1etonian 10 with his dam, the Oharles 
Kent Mare. was sold for the sum of $125.00 to William M. 
Rysdyk. Chester, Orange County, New York, in whose ownership 
he remained until his death. in 1876. 
In 1851, Hamb1etonian 10 began aotive stud servio •• 
whioh. with the exoeption of one year (1868), he oontinued 
until 1872. During the twenty-one years of servioe he sired 
1287 foals. the servioe fees for whioh amounted to $185,715.00. 
Be has sired forty standard performers in the list. He has 
(Figure 8) 
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s1red 150 etal11oDS, whose pertorm1ng get total 1717 
(14~3 trotters, and 224 paoers), and e1ghty dams, whose 
perform1ng produoe totaled 119 el1l trotters, and 8 pacers). 
Aooord1ng to Frank E. Best, Registrar of the 
Amer10an Trott1ng Reg1ster Assoo1ation. Hamb1eton1an 10 is 
the progenitor of over n1nety per oent ot all Amer10an 
'trotters reoorded. In th1s thes1s, a study ot the top 
male line sires shows that 300 of the 314 2:10 trotters here 
stud1ed traoe to Hambletonian 10. A further study ot these 
2:10 trotters shows that Rambleton1anl0 appeared 1027 times 
in the first five generat10ns ot these trotters, and an 
add1t1onal 315 in the s1xth generation through his two sons, 
George Wilkes 2:22, and Eleot1oneer 125. Hambletonian 10. 
as the tounder of the fam1ly bear1ng h1s name has been one 
of the most potent faotors 1n the produotion of Amer10an 
trotters. 
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VII SUGGESTIOBS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Any work to be oomplete must contain all informa-
tion possible pertaining to the work. So it 1s with a 
study of bloodlines which have produoed 2:10 trotters. r1rst, 
all the 2:10 trotters in the list must be inoluded in the 
study and seoond all 1nformat10n pertain1ng to them must be 
obtained. 
The oomplete l1st of 2:10 trotters is made avail-
able in "Wallaee's Yearbook". Kost of the literature oon-
cerning 2:10 trotters is published in. the horse journals. 
Bowever, this literature cannot always be taken as authen-
t1c. 
In a study of bloodlines whioh have produoed 2:10 
trotters, it beoomes necessary to trace the ped1grees of the 
2:10 performers. An extended ped1gree should be made and 
this pedigree should contain at least five generations of 
anoestors and as many more as oan be had. 
A reasonably satisfactory method for studying 
the ped1grees is to study them by generations. !he sires 
and dams ,of each generation should be listed alphabetioally. 
By doing this all horses appe~ring more than onoe may be 
listed together. In the second, third, fourth and f1fth 
generation it is necessary to make three alphabetioal lists 
of the aires and dams. The first list should oontain the 
paternal a~ maternal sires and dams. the seoond list should 
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oontain the maternal sires and dams and the third list 
should contain the paternal and maternal sires and dams. 
In this way it would be possible to determine the horses 
that were most influential in the paternal line, the 
horses that were most influential in the maternal line 
and the horses that were most influential in both lines 
when considered together. 
The bloodlines of each generation should be 
summarized and a final Bummary should be made of the 
bloodlines of all generations. 
Since the 2:10 performers represent the meritor-
ious individuals of the Amerioan trotting horse, it is 
advisable to incorporate within the pedigrees, reoords of 
the perfD~mer8 in those pedigrees. These should also 
be. studied by generations and a final summary should be 
made. 
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SU1IIIARY 
!J!his summar7 is limited to the Stud7 of the three 
hundred and fourteen trotters entering the 2:10 list during 
the 7ears 1911-1915, inclusive. 
The three hundred aDd fourteen 2 :10 trotters were 
sired b7 184 stallions and produced by 299 dams. 
The stallions with records of 2:10 or better. either 
at the trot or pac •• were the most prominent in the production 
of 2:10 trotters. Each 2:10 stallion sired an average of 2.5-
progen7· 
The stallions with no records ranked second in the 
production of 2:10 trotters. Each no record stallion sired 
an average of 1.83r progeny. 
The stallions with reoords of 2:30 or better trotting. 
or 2:25 or better pacing. had the poorest resu.lts as producers 
of 2:10 trotters. Each stallion aired an average of 1.44f 
progen7· 
Peter the Great 2:07t stands out, pre-eminent17. as 
the greatest direct sire of 2:10 trotters. In this list he 
has twent7-six 2:10 trotters which is three times as many as 
has the next ranking sire. 
Bingen 2:06t is the greatest grandsire of 2:10 
trotters. He is the sire of twelve 80ns and five daughters 
which sired and produced thirty-eight 2:10 trotters. respectively. 
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George Wilkes 2:22 is the greatest great grandsire 
of 2:10 trotters. He has twelve sons and four daughters 
whioh are the sires or dams of fifty-six sires of 2:10 trot-
ters. He has fourteen sons and one daughter which are the 
male or female par'nts of forty-four dams of 2:10 trotters. 
Thus, one hundred sires and dams of 2:10 trotters have George 
Wilkes 2:22 as their grandsire. 
The leading families tracing to the "top sires" 
that appeared in the pedigrees of the 2:10 trotters are 
George Wilkes, the Electioneer, and the Happy Medium, rank-
ing in the order named. 
The six sires appearing the greatest number of 
times in the pedigrees of the 2:10 trotters are Hambletonian 
10, Mambrino Chief 11. Pilot Jr. 12. George Wilkes 2:22. 
Electioneer 125. and Mambrino Patchen 58. 
Hamblet onian 10. Mambrino Chief 11 and Pilot Jr. 12. 
three of the sires appearing the greatest number of times in 
the pedisrees of the 2:10 trotters, are founders of families 
bearing their names. 
Hambletonisn 10 appears 1027 times in the pedigrees 
of the first five generations of the ancestors of 2:10 trot-
ters. Through his sons. George Wilkes 2:22 and Eleotioneer 
125, he appears an additional 315 times in the sixth genera-
tion. 
Mambrino Chief 11 appears 355 times in the pedigrees 
of the first. five generations of the ancestors of 2:10 trotters. 
Tlu"ough his son MaDi>rino Patohen 58. he appears an additional 
-93-
320 times in the sixth generation. 
<) 
:Pilot Jr. 12 appears 119 times in the pedigrees of 1 , 
the first five generations of the ancestors of 2 :10 trot·~"ers.: 
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